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- On July 26. three men sat handcuffed for 7
and a half hours On the deck of the Sarah. a
Japanese fishing ship converted into a radio station, about four- miles off the coast of New
York.
During that time, Coast(luard officers kept
wa
—tib while Federal Communications Commission officials dismantled the radio equipment
that operated Radio Newyork International.
the name of the floating radiostation.
One oTthë men on the ship was Monticello.
Maine resident Allan Weiner, a radio engineer
•

and one of RNI's founders.
"The Coast Guard came and .arrested us and
could not even tell us what law we were
violating," said the 34-sear-old Weiner "At
the same time, they were telling us they all listen
to the station and they love it. They were upset
they had to come out and do this to us."
The FCC charged Weiner and disc jockey
Ivan Rothstein with conspiring to impede the
functioning of thiECC. They were released on
their own recognizance law that day. The third
person on the ship. Village VoaT reporter
Smith, wat-refeased after his identity became
known.
(see RADIO page .3),
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Meserve said.
The Jay workers joined a
- numbe1 of other IP workers
across the
country who
Striking workers of the Interhad gone on strike as early as
national Paper Co. mill in Jay
last March.
will continue to picket in
Meserve said as many as
solidarity for minimum improved working conditions, 3,400 paper workers nationwide are on strike. He also said
said a local union president at
a number of other unions has e
a rally Monday.
contract negotiations that they
The rally outside the
are holding up pending the out•
Memorial Union at the U er_ Maine marked the come of_this strike.
'Lail year IF doubled its probeginning of the sixth month
in an estimated
since the workers walked out.
"The longer we hold out the $305 million.
"As of Sept. 30; their profit
more aptwe are to win," said
has increased 47 percent,"
Bill Meserse, president of Local
Meserve said.
14 of the United Paperworkers
The average IF worker has
International Union.
Meserve said the 1,250. 32 hours off for a Christmas
holiday; Meserve said, and
strikers were not looking for inmust work 39 of 52 Sundays.
creased wages or benefits when
they walked off lase job on June Employees' schedules include
working sesen-day weeks and
16, but for pri/mium pay for
working nights.
work on Sundays and holidays.
Ranking officials at IP last
"We're trying 40 maintain
thc only standard we have," year received-a-38 percent salary -
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study for technical and clerical employees.
System officials said.
ultimately, the university will
need more than $250 million to
improve its seven campuses.
In other business, the board
agreed to add the words "sexual orientation" to its list of
groups and individuals protected under the university's
non-discrimination policy.
University Vice President
Kent Price said the wording is
intended to protect homosexuals from discrimination in
employment, admission to the
university and administrative
positions.
--.45.1so Monday. the board
named J. Michael Orenduff
president of the university
system's Farmington campus.
Ordenduff, vice president for
Academic Affairs and a professor of philosophy at West.
Texas State Unis.ersity. in Canyon, Texas. will assume his
position M mid-January, Price
said.
Ordenduff, 43, was selected
from among 95 applicants for
the. position. He Succeeds interim presudent NOM= C.
Crawford Jr. who headed the
campus since July when Judith
left- to -take the
presidency of .Keene State College in New Hampshire.

Rally marks six months for IP strikers
ISIIONS ZUNI

sivroir TAKETs

MACHIAS,. Maine1AP) —
The University of Maine
-System board of trustees agreed
Monday to ask the Legislature
for a State bond issue of $60
million next year for construction and renovation projects to
,irnprove the system's aging
campuses.
The board soted 15-0, with
trustee Eve Hither absent, on
the measure, based on a recommendation by the university
system's phyisical plant committee. The approval came
after the trustees rejected 11-4
a proposal to reduce the bond
issue to S50 million.
Administrators and members
4 the physical plant conimittee
said money from the bond
issue, which needs the approval
of the state Legislature and
Gov. John McKernan, would
be used to build new
classrooms, laboratories, office's, parking lots and storage
areas.
During its two-hour meeting
on the university's Machias
campus, the trustees also approved requests for an additional appropriation of $4.8
million for the current fiscal
year, 1.2.2 million to develop a
- proposed community college
and -telecornatunicatiOns system
• -and $2.7 Million for implemenjation of a job reclassification

a

almighty buck."
increase, he said, while they
Since the strike began. IF othive asked for workers salaries
ficials have hired replacements
ttibe cut by 12-17 percent.
for the strikers which they say
re'(if)) heartless, they
just don't care," Veserve • are permanent and will not be
fired once things have been
said "They're out for the

resolved.
In addition, management
has eliminated 178 jobs.
Meserve said the strikers have
been notified that these 178 are
(see STRIKE page 2)

Applying for federal employment to be
(lemystified'by workshop speaker Thursday
loy Iftelso Neu
,alt Writ.'

Entering federal employment could be an exciting
career choice, but applying
for the positions is a very confusing process, said a regional
staffing specialist.
Herb..Robinson, from the
Federal Office of Personnel
Management in Boston, will
be at the University of Maine
to address federal employment opportunities and ap-

plication procedures at a
it-narksbeip, to be held Thursday, Nov. 19 at 2:30 p.m. in
the Sutton Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
The event is the second of
three workshops sponsored by
UMatne's Career Planning
and Placement Office. The
third, titled "Preparing for
the Second Interview," will
be held Dec. I at 2:10 p.m. in
the FFA Room of the
Memorial Union.
Robinson said a lot of peo-

pIe don't know about the opportunities in federal government careers.
"My recruiting responsibility is to inform people about
the federal service careers and
how to apply for them."
Robinson said he also will
discuss specific issues, like
where the best opportunities
are and what the benefits of
working for the federal
government are.
"We're going to simplify
lsee JOB page 2)
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Soviet describes youth in U.S.S.R.
kg Men Inn
Start writer
Soviet English teacher Kira Alekseevna Bondartako was the first of four
speakers to be featured this year in
"Topics in Soviet Studies."
Speaking before a crowd of more
than 80 students Sunday, Alekseevna offered a brief description of Soviet he
and fielded many questions on the subject.
The one-credit course is designed to
parallel the US,-Soviet Painng Project.

a Sos let exchange program the University of Maine System is involved with,
and will feature lectures on a number of
s tried topics. As part of this project. six
University of Maine students will be.
selected later this year as envoys to the
University of Kharkos, UkranianSSR.
„ Other students will be selected to host
students coming here from Kharkov.

students will undoubtedly be turned
down, but many base shown a great
deal of interest in the course required for
participation in the program.
Alek sees na began- the session by
focusing on the lives of Soviet youth.
She even informed her audience about
American writers read widely by
students in her own country but not in
Ours.

"We've had an unusual number of
applications." said Virginia Whitaker.
campus coordinator for the project
Applications are due Dec. 6 and sonic

John Reed, author of "Ten Days
That Shook the World," was one
such writer. As an author, Reed is
credited with helping to establish the

Bolshevik Revolution and is now considered a Soviet hero. Alekseevna said
he is thc only American buried in .tn
honorary cemetery outside the Ktenilin
Wall in Moscow.
"Every Feb. 22 my students go there
and put flowers on his grave," she
said.
Alekseevna is responsible for 14
teachers in a Moscow nigh school where
she has taught for years. Her visit to
Maine as an exchange teacher marks her
second trip to the United States.
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eligible for severance pas
Of the 1.230 striking workers, only 1
.have_crossed the pket line.
The strike is'not only hosing an Int
pact on the strikers' families. Meserse
said. but also on area businesses in Jay
1 he stokers are k.-osered by unemploy •
ment.until the end of February, he said.
With many of the workers coming from
lay and the area, people with lets will
spend less in the Jay businesses •
"Businesses are hosing tough time
of it. and we hose to keep these people
_alive." he said
_ The, union leader also said. "Paper
workers of six Georgia Pacific plants
hose put negotiations on hold to wait
and See *hat happens in Maine."
On Nov. 21. the Jo) stiiktj, will hold
a large rally which they say will resqlt
in more solidarity and support
1 ast summer 9.000 people marched
on the Androscoggin mill at a rally
featuring House Speaker John Martin.
Meserse said the strikers have raised
about S450.000 to be used to fund
speaking trips and education programs
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the whole process,"_* said, "and the
(meeting) is going to be totally infor•
mal.'•
Sherry Earley, assistant director of
the Career Planning and Placement Office, said the office provides the special
workshops "to glse students a chance
to interact directly with people and
become more familiar with the process."
!***
The Federal Employment workshop.
Earley said, is for anyone interested in
working in the federal gosernment. in •
Juding internships and summer jobs
"There's a lot to it and it can be 5Fr
confusing," she said. "Both Herb
Robinson and the workshop could be
.cr!, beneficiaLta-students "
Robinson alsiisiiiiTthat the job acceplance rate for students is very high_
"Most of the jobs are on a trainee
level and many do not require an)
background experience." he said.
-Within one year, most people progress
to a higher level, so the chances are sery
good."
Two years ago the office held a
similar lecture called "Understanding
the Maze of Government Employment." Earley .Viirfiliai
.
.onc had low
attendance, but due to the sudden interest in these careers, she expects a;good
turnout at Thursday's workshop.
The final workshop this semester will
feature students who have experienced the second inters iew and Adrian Sewall,*
director of the career office and coordinator of the workshop.
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U.S.S.R.
Bolshevik Revolution and is now considered a Soviet hero. Alekseevna said
he is the only American buried in an
honorary cemetery outside the Kremlin
Wall in Moscow.
"Es cry Feb. 22 my students go there
and put flowers on his grase." she
said.
Alekseevna is responsible for 14
teachers in a Moscow high school where
she has taught for years. Her visit to
Maine as an exchange teacher marks her
second trip to the United States.

*Strike
(coatineed frees page I)

eligible for severance pay
Of the 1,250 striking workers, only 33
...have-crossed the picket line.
The strike is not only has ing an impact on the strikers' families. Meserse
said, but also on area businesses in Jay.
The strikers are cos ered h unemplos...11/01..uniti the end of Februars he sa;v1.
With many of the workers coming from
Jay and the area, people with less will
spend less in the Jes businesses
"Businesses are basing a rough time
of it. and we hese to keep these people
eine." he said
The union leader also said, "Paper
workers of six Georgia Pacific plants
have put negotiations on bold to wait
and see - what happens in Maine."
Oa Nov. 21. the Jay striker; will hold
a large rally which they say will resolt
in f140fe solidarity and support
l.ast summer 9,000 people marched
on the Androscoggin mill at a rally
featuring House Speaker John Martin.
MeSCI‘C said the strikers. base raised
about S450.000 to be used to fund
speaking trips and education programs.
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Weiner said the ship v.as not in violaNobody gets arrested."
plant." he said. "I think we were the
ed to revoke his license if he didn't shut
tion of the law because the Sarah, namThe station occupied 103.1 on the FM
first people to imetement the political
It down.
ed after his vote, was registered in Hondial and 1620 on the AM band, neither
public service announcement."
It would have cost him between
duras and was anchored in international
of which interfered with other stations
Weiner got the idea for RNI after beS50-3100,000 and 2': years to defend
waters, both of which placed it out of
in the area.
ing denied access to the airwaves
himself.
the FCC's jurisdiction. International
During its four days on the air, the
number of,times.
lacking both the money and the time
waters begin about three miles offshore.
station received national and internato go through the revocation procedure,
"Everybody should contribute
The charge of conspiracy ageinst
tional coverage. On the third day of
he settled with the FCC, which required
something to society, and this is what 1
Rothstein and Weiner was dropped a
broadcasting. July 25, the ship was
him to sell his Presque Isle station.
have chosen to do," he said. "Unformonth later
deluged with reporters.
tunately. the way I've chosen to do it
Weiner decided his only option was
"We waned a month, the case was
"They chartered a boat and would
isn't always in accord with the way the
to establish a radio station in Internadismissed, and we were left with a
come out five or six at a time," he
tional waters, presumably beyond the
government secs it."
wrecked ship and very little money to
said. "All Ivan and I were doing that
In his attempt to gain access to the airjurisdiction of the FCC.
day was conducting -tours. "
put it back together." Weiner said. "I
waves, Weiner has clashed with the FCC
RNI purchased a rusty fishing vessel
was very upset about it because I don t
with $50.000 and spent a year and a half
like locking horns with my governand another $40,000 refinishing it and
ment."
"All I want to do iii operate a radio %union and pins rock and roll.- converting it to a radio station.
Weiner thinks the FCC dismantled
The Sarah was first approached by
Radio pirate Ulan Weiner
the equipment to buy time.
the Coast Guard July 24, the second
"They knew what they were doing
day. Coast Guard officials, aecom-was not right and they knew we were riot
a number of times, beginning-in-1-970, -panied by the FCC.checked the Sarah's
Radio Newyork International was
s'Mating any laws," he said. "They -born July 23. when Werner and RothsThat year, he started a 100-watt AM
papers and registration and left. At that
wrecked our station and they did what
station out of his parent's basement that
tein made test broadcasts from the
time, the FCC said the station was illegal
they wanted to do.. They got Us off the
stayed on the air for a year and a half. and threatened to shut it down if it was
Sarah
It is modeled after Radio Caroline, a
He did not interfere with other stations
air for a while."
not taken off the air.
----Weiner and members of
station-off the short-of Eftgland-thathes—rseeause he used-a fin,vatx-rve- rhe- • Two days lam the Coast Guard and
since filed a lawsuit against the FCC to
normal AM spectrum_
been broadcasting since 1964.
the FCC boarded the ship.
try to re.:01,C1 -both damages to the ship
RNI. Weiner said, is dedicated to
The station was dedicated to lose,
"To me it was totally a Gestapo aclove, peace and understanding, and is
peace and stopping the war in Viet nem . tion," he said. "When they came out,
and punitise damages.
Now, the Sarah is anchored in Boston
.The FCC shut down the unlicensed
his reaction to the stagnant state ot radio
there were no arrest w•arrents, search
and Weiner and Ranch Steele. costation in 1971 after receising numerous
today.
warrants or anything like that."
founder of RNI, arc repairing the ship
"I think radio today is lacking a lot
complaints from a local organization.
Now, six months later, Weiner is opand plan to put RNI back on the air in
of indisidual creativity." he said.
"The Yonkers Amateur Radio Club tomistic about RNI's future and the
the spring. They have been raising the
thought the station was a communist"They are afraid to do what was
message it has to offer."We were hop150.000 it will take to repair the ship and -popular in the Ns and early 70s and that
funded plot and they pressured the local ing through our music, our comment
the equipment through private
district attorney to shut it down," he ,and our sincerity that the Sarah would
is experiment and try new formats and
contributions.
new methods "
said.
get our message across, and I think it
. "Hopefully, when wc_go. back ;NAL_
In 1979, he bought an FM country
RNI mixed a free-form format with
will," he said. "I'm not out to break
now that everybody knows about us, we
station in Presque-Isle and built an AM any laws, and I'm not out to challenge
30- and 60-second spots, reaffirming the
won't be harrassed." he said. "At the
station's theme.
companion.
the authority of the FCC," he said.
maximum, maybe they will issue a tern- •
We ran announcements that enIn 1984, Weiner and longtime friend "I'm as American citizen who wants acporars restraining order. But if they do
couraged pee* to hcip this or that
Randi Steele established a licensed 100- cess to this medium and I can't get it.
that, we will just go off the air, go into
watt AM station in Yonkers, New York. "All I want to do is operate a radio staorganization, bring peace. 4.-onserse this.
court and prove our case. That's R.,. or 'shutdown this nuclear power
Three weeks later, the FCC threatention and play rock and roll," he said.
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General _Student Senate
+
4,&
Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. in 153 Barrows
N- t
-TAO
Resolutions Coming before your senate this week

.

s0.4 "An act to require, that ittelkliVillSity of

Maine Student Government funded clubs and
organizations allow only activity fee paying undergraduate students to participate in
these
clubs and organizations

(eeetameed frees page I)
the whole process." he said, "and the
(meeting) is going to be totally infor, .
mal "
Sherry Earley. assistant director of
the Career Planning and Placement Office, said the office pros ides the special
workshops "to give students a chance
to interact directly with people and
become more familiar with the pro
cess."
The Federal EMployment workshop,
Earley said, is for anyone interested in
working in the federal gosernment, including internships and summer Jobs.
"There's a lot to it and it can be *cry
confusing," she said. "Both Herb
Robinson and the workshop could be
very bcneficiaLtu.stuijents."
Robinson alsii-saiifthat the ;oh acceplance rate for students is very high
"Most of the jobs are on a trainee
level and many do not require any
background experience," he Said..
"Within one year, most people progress
to a higher Ind,so the chances are sery
good."
Two years ago the office held a
similar lecture called "Understanding
the Maze of Government Employment." Earley
ihai*.one had low
attendance, hut due to the sudden interest in these careers, she expects a'good
turnout at Thursday's workshop
The final workshop this semester will
feature students who hose experienced the second inters its* and Adrian Sc-wall,s
director of the career office and coordinator of the workshop

3

"Please Note:
:There will be a roll call yote on Tuesday November 10 To bring this
Directly out of committee and go directly to a vote. Now for the results of that
vote:

resolution

doting For
Voting Against

Abstinaton

Tamard Davis
Monica Chaplin, Kristen Dane Mark Gould Melissa Johns0o. Jonh 0 Dea. Cynthia Sweeney, Shen Badger. Tama
Chadbourne, Robin Cultrera. Eric Ewing. Wendy Gulliver Liz Kelly. Wendy Landes Dave MCGowan. Jason
Raschack. Jamie Stewart. Cris Welkin. Bil Weidner
Charlie Caruso, Cris Richards. Man Benner, Gary Fogg. Abbe JohnsQn., John _Kominik. Angie Mini, Julianna Reddish:
Mike Scott. Peter Switzer Gary Bresnehan
Total Results 01 Vote. 1-18-11
Hdve ),( 'diked with your Senator lately'?

Penobscot
Sheri Badger
York Village
Charlie Caruso

Somarsat
Tanta Chadbourne
Tamara Davis

General Student Senators 1987-1988

Oxford
Pat Downey
Carlene Levesque
Gannett
Eric Ewing
Chris Wakin
Arpostixili
Wendy Gulliver

Knox
Robin Cultrera
Julie Erb

York Hall.
Jeff Jackson

Kennebec
Dave Day

Cumberland
Dave McGowen

Salentine
Wendy Landes

Corbett
Chris Richards
Hancock/Oak
Danny St Peter
Androscoggin
Jodie Stevens
Chadbourne/Colvin/Estabrooke
Bill Weidner
Dunn
Ali McAllister

Julianne Reddish
Mike Scott
Vicki Staples
Cynthia Sweeney
Peter Switzer
Jett Trent
Kim Whitten
Scott Wilkerson
Fraternity
Gary Bresnehan
Kevin Dietrich
Gregg Lincoln

Stodder
Jason Raschack
Off Campus
Joe Baldacci
Matt Benner
Monica Chaplin
Kristin Dane
Gary Fogg
Mark Gould
Chuck Jule
Michele Kerr
John Kommik
Angela Mini
John O'Dea
Pat Quinn

Did I forget someone'? Oh,
President- Christopher Boothby.
Vice-President-Carl Robbins,
Student Government Office 3rd floor
Union

Concerns? Comments? Questions? Come see the Senate

I
.
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Pat's gives great service
Let's face it, there are simply too many business transactions taken place everyday to be scrutinized. The
bureau can not possibly meet the challange. It is only when businesses, such as Pat's Pizza,
choose to comply with high standards .of operation that
the consumer is protected from being pushed around by
the big businesses.
C.D. Farnsworth started Farnsworth's Cafe in 1931;
today he is still the owner of this business now called
Pat's Pizza.
Pat's Pizza has become a traditional college hang-out
for generations of UMaine students. Alumni usually
make a visit to Pat's Pizza during Homecoming.
All of this success can in part be credited to the -good
food and low prices and to the soda-shop atmosphere:
But it is clearly evident that the majority of the success of the business is due to the friendliness and outnght care employees give to each customer
The cook does not need to make a hush-hush phone
call to know he can give a customer an order free if one
of the employees has made a mistake.
All of the eriiployees at Pat's Pizza are told the
customer always comes first.

any people have endured long waits at
restuarants and icy stares from waitresses
after they have asked for something to be
prepared differently.
But there is still at least one place that •people can go
and be treated with courtesy; that place is Pat's Pizza
on Mill Street in Orono.
Time and time again Pat's has proven itself to be a
business that cares about its customers.
Recently one University of Maine student's order was
misplaced by a waitress. After the student.,sat at a table
for an hour, he politely asked the cook whether or not
his order was cooking. When it was discovered that the
waitress had made the error, the student was told lus
meal was free.
Another student ordered a meatball sandwich and instead recieved a cold sausage sandwich. She said she
thought the sausage were just spicy meatballs and she
would have happily eaten the sandwich after it washeated through.
But, after Pat's cook discovered' the error the student
was given the order free and her friend's order was also
free.
This kind of consideration by businesses is hard to
find in these buyer beware days. Better business rules
and regulations are almost completely unenforceable.
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To the editot

Jan Vertefeuille
While recent events in the political
wo?I'd have changed the waythe media
cover elections and other political hap•
penings, the college wets is also
changing„
.__.. "_
Various campus neirripaperweeri
say they see student journalism changing under the influence of conservative
and liberal group money and campus
politics, the College Press Service
reported.
Add to that influence from outside
organizations with their own sdealogies
and agendas and it gets complicated.
Since 1980. when Reagan was elected
and consenntivisrn became the rage. the
Institute for Educational Affairs or
'EA, a Washington, D.C. group, has
provided money and assistance to start
70 conservative college papers around
the country.
And Ralph Nader's liberal Public Interest Research Group helped financially
the National Student News Service,
which was launched last January '
Last month, William Bennett, whose
7ole as U.S. Secretary of Education
makes him the pros erbial fox guarding
the henhouse, agreed to write for a
handful of student newspapers.
What makes this unusual is that Bennett normally doesn't esen talk to the
student press tor to college student
representatises, for that matter).
What makes this outrageous is the
fact thatBennett agreed to write only
for papers funded by the conservative
IEA — papers which share his political--
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Is this a proper and,or ethical position for the nation's top education administrator to be taking? An administrator whose job, supposedly, is to
further the cause of all students,
regardless of political views?
Granted, most college papers will not
be terribly upset to he deprived of this
man's writings, which will consist of
four opi ion columns to be written during th .-hool year.
But the fact remains that Bennett
agreed to write them, a decision
.. .... that—
shows very poor judgment.
The press, student or professional, is
expected to be as objectise and balanced as humanly possible — to show both
sides equally.
Most college papers will not suffer the _
same consequences as a professional one
when they fail to do thew-job -- since
most arc free, subscribers cannot refuse
to renew and staff writers rarely can be
fired.
In a way, though, Yhis should act as
a buffer from the harsh realities of the
business. Since students don't have to
worry about selling papers, stones
shouldn't have to be rushed to print or
sensationalized and major advertisers
and stock holders pleased_
When powerful organizations and
groups — or individuals like Bennett —
attempt to control and manipulate the
college press, it makes the campus
newspaper's job all the more diffieult.

Ian ‘'ertercuille. Managing Editor
Jan Vertefeuille, City Editor
Kevin Dietrich. Sports Editor
Dave Greely, Sports Editor
Cathy Bergeron, Advertising Manager
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Response Cutler offers medical services for all students
To the editor:
As Director of the Cutler
Health Center, I feel that I
should clarify some points
made in the The Daily Maine
Campus last week. First, the
headline "Students Not Using
Health Center" is misleading.
In September we had approximately 3500 students visits; in
October 3300, virtually the
same is in September and oe:
tober 1986.
However, in 1986 approximately 16 percent of the
students had to pay directly for
their care since they had not

Jan Vertefeuille

While recent events in the political
woM have changed the waythe media
cover elections and other political happenings, the college press is also
changing
.c Various campus newspaper Observers
say the) see student journalism changing under the influence of conservative
and liberal group money and campus
politics, the College Press Service
reported.
Add to that influence from outside
organizations with their own ide.alogies
and agendas and it gets complicated.
Since 1980. when Reagan was elected
and conservativism became the rage. the
Institute for Educational Affairs or
lEA. a Washington, D.C. group, has
provided money and assistance to start
70 conservative college papers around
the country.
And Ralph Nader's liberal Public Interest Research Group helped financially
the National Student News Service,
which was launched last January '
Last month. William Bennett, whose
tole as U.S. Secretary of Education
makes him the pros erbial fox guarding
the henhouse. agreed to write for a
handful of student newspapers.
What makes this unusual is that Bennett normally doesn't esen talk to the
student press (or to college student
representatives, for that matter).
What makes this outrageous is the
fact-that Bennett agreed to write only
for papers funded by the conservative
1Eli- - papers which share tt
views.
Is this a proper and/or ethical position for the nation's top education ad- ministrator to be taking? An administrator whose job, supposedly, is to
further the cause of all students,
regardless of political views?
Granted, most college papers will not
be terribls upset to be deprived of this
man's writings, which will consist of
fourth,
opi
ez.ion columns to be written during
'hoot year.
But the fact remains that Bennett
agreed to write them, a decision that _
shows very poor judgment.
The press, student or professional, is
expected to be as objective and balanced as humanly possible — to show both
sides equalls
Most college papers will not suffer the
same consequences as a professional one
when they fail to do thew-job — since
. most arc tree, subscribers cannot refuse
to renew and staff writers rarely can be
fired
In a way, though. Otis should act as
a buffer from the harsh realities of the
business. Since students don't have to
worry about selling papers, stones
shouldn't have to be rushed to print or
sensationalized and major advertisers
and stock holders pleased_
When powerful organizations and
groups — or individuals like Bennett —
attempt to control and manipulate the
college press, it makes the campus
newspaper's job all the more diffitiult.

purchased the health services in
advance. .1 interpret these
numbers to mean that last year
students came to use the Health
('enter when they needed it
regardless of whether they had
paid in advance or had to pay
fee-for-service.
-This year 98 percent of the
visits were covered under the
Student Life Fee. Also between
September and October the
Health Center immunized over
1200 students at no charge helping them to comply with the
new State Law requiring such
vaccinations.
I also want to briefly reiterate

ResLife parties cause danger
To the editor:
Get out of the booze business
ResLife! It gives me a warm
feeling deep inside to know that
I am paying for someone else's
pans which I'm not allowed to
attend.
People are drinking beer, not
just at your DUMB Itcslife
parties, Mr. Anchors.
Students are being forced to
party off campus where drunk

14717

driving becomes a factor. I'm
. sure the people of Prono appreciate this.
What ResLife is doing now is
making parties a lot less safe.
Instead of throwing my money
away at your futile attempts at
pushing alcohol, how about
putting the Late Night Local
back on the road?
That makes too much sense
doesn't it?
Steve Bennett
Dunn Hall

'el Igr

r4r7rIPTIvIAFT411F13.1E3

to turn away anyone in heed of
that the Student Life Fee covers
help.
all physician and nurse visits,
We have instituted an ap--visits to the physical therapist,
pointment policy, which is
and all laboratory and x-ray
beneficial to the students since
services rendered at the Cutler
it helps decrease waiting time
Health Center. There is a
and allows students to select a
charge as well as for infirmary
. physician or nurse of their
stays.
choice.
Drugs are provided at a very
We request that if possible.
low cost to students who bask
students call for an appointmedications prescribed or apment; however, anyone who is
proved by the Cutler Health
Acutely ill or injured is welcome
Center staff.
Finally. I hope all students _ __directly to the Health Center
realize that *then they are sick - where he or she will be seen by
our triage nurser.
the entire Health Center staff
will do its best to provide ser- — Unfortunately,_ isother
urgent care settings, students
sices. It is never our intention

who "walk-in" may have a
longer waiting period than
those who have an appointment
and will' be seen in order of
severity of illness rather than on
a "first-come" basis.
I am happy to speak with arty
students on how to improve our
services.
Please feel free to call me at
Ext. 4011 or to make an appointment to come in.

Nihau Berrien, M.D.
Director
Cutlet Health-Center

Being prepared for life itself
To -the-editor:—
I was thrilled to read in
Thursday's Nov. 5 The Daily
Maine Campus. that the administration of UMaine is
working to improve "higher"
education, and that they won't
be swayed bx a "bad, bigoted,
obsessive book."
A sense of intellectual security filled my whole mind.
1 was most impressed by
President Lick. He was able to
see right through the "intellectual mumbo jumbo" and get at
the base of what Bloom is saying. It was obsious to me that
our president's view is one of
an open mind, "in touch with
modern society and the breadth
unisersity
current
of
systems.'•

1,4

I feel confident President
Lick will guide us away from
study of the "classics," and
establish a system of higher
education that will encompass
all of life. One that will prepare
me, the education that will encompass all of life.
One that will prepare me, the
student, for all the changes in
life that have occurred in the
last ten years.

President Lick and the rest of
the administration are preparing us, the students, for the
"New Age" wave that will
carry the whole world into a
utopian equality.
Thank you and God Bless us
everyone.
David Hurt
Dunn Hall.

Amnesty International
To the editor:
Amnesty International is an
independent worldwide movement working for the international protection of human
rights. It seeks the release of
men and women detained
anywhere because of their
beliefs, color,sex, ethic origin,
language Or religious creed,
provided theyhave not used or
advocated violence.

We are starting a campus
group here at the university' and
need your support
Our next meeting is Nov. 17,
7:30 p.m. in the Sutton
Lounge.
Please join us!
Sara A Almy
Amnesty Member

-,.......••••••••••••••••

Joel Davis

mentary

Clarifying the position

.

Marc Larnsee has unfortunately either missed the
point of my pre% ious article on covert action or has
intentionally turned the discussion into a tangential attack on U.S. policy in Central America.
I did in absolutely no way argue that the CIA wasjustified in ell their actions simply because the R usman Intelligence system was More underhanded.
The facts I presented were used in an attempt to
demonstrate that gosernmcnts tall governments) use
their secret 'sers ices in ways which ere not always
proper, and the the denunciation of the CIA alone
was not in cur best interest.
assumed (mtoricttly)It was clear from my position on intelligence agencies that I considered it
ridiculous to oppose CIA recruitment on campus.
As the interviews were purely voluntary I saw no
reason to object tothem looking for employees.
Protesting government actions is an American
tradition, but censoring the views of others is an
encroachment on their rights fir) free speech. I'm
shocked that Marc Larrivee. a Member of MPAC,
would agree and support such a repression-oriented
idcalogue
What really bothers me is that in an academic setting such as this, Larrivee resorted to an infantile
attempt at pigeon holcing an opposing viewpoint
by labeling it McCarthyism.
Simply because individuals such as myself support the continued existence of the CIA does not
mean 'we are McCarthyites seeing "Reds" and

s commie-sympathizers under every rock and behind
every tree. Larrivee brushes aside any doubts in his
mind as he places my commentary "neatly within
the bounds of the anti-communist perspective."
and insinuates that I am reciting some kind of party line in favor of blind Arriericanism...
-Strong arguments can indeed be made against.
some aspects of U.S. policy in Central America. I
am still unsure of the use of the Contras in
Nicaragua and their effect On our prestige, but if
they are wrong, so must the Nicaraguan supported
rebels in Honduras and El Salvador. I am pleased
to hear of Nicaragua making 'leaps and bounds"
out of the repressionary system they installed when
they took over the county, but what has that got
to do with the concept of covert action?
Of course the CIA sponsors La.Presna, it's our
voice in Nicaragua tellinAthe U.S. side in the Central American situation, just as the KGB supports
the International Organization of Journalists to get
'their version of the truth out. We both have departments of disinformation for influencing other
governments with "paid propagandists" who churn
out tons of questionable reports and articles daily.
We could exchange horror stories for the rest of
the year, highlighting the "evil" CIA or the "evil",
KGB. The point is that both nations effectively use
their secret services to influence other countries for
their benefit. If you are suggesting reforms to the
planning of CIA operations, I agree with you 100

percent, god knows the CIA could use some bright
new minds (the mining of Nicaraguan harbour.
made us lose face and appear stupid).
However, if you are proposing that the CIA
should be disbanded I immediately question your
motives, is your driving force really our concern for
"all" people or just chic radicalism and a lach-Or:
understanding of real politik.
Speaking of making "completely unsupported
statements"...just because the nightly news doesn't
sound like the Peoples worker Daily, I must question your sources on the 'discovery" of CIA money
being used to corrupt the press.
TASS is owned by the KGB, our media is free
to print anything they wish, even if harmful to the
government,(with Ellsberg's Pentagon Papers being an excellent example).
The separation of Academia and the Intelligence
community which you suggest is foolish. The lack
of scholarly approach to political problems is one
reason intelligence forces screw up!
Without the critical analysis of situations, such
as the insertion of a moron like Pinochet denotes.
our intelligence network will be less than Useless.
,I•resent the insinuation that I've sugar-coated the
CIA or asoided the issue of CIA recruitment
policies and I hope that I have been able to clarify
some of your misunderstandings.
Joel Davis is a graduate student and still a fan of
the Green Bey Packers
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First state and university forum to be held
The first state and university forum
win be held on Wednesday, Nov. 18
from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the BodweII
lounge at the Maine Center for thg Arts
and will feature Charles Morrison. commissioner of the Maine Department of
Administration.
The forum is open to anyone who is
interested.
"Both state government and the

an important , first step. in this
regard."
_______
The Bureau of Public Administration
has recently completed the first Maine
Executive Institute, a unique two-week
education program for top level administrators of state government. Both
informal and formal reports indicate
—that the institute was a great success.

university play key roles in guiding the
future direction of the state of
Maine,-"-said Kenneth Ahn, acting
director of the Bureau of Public Administration at UMaine.
“To help ensure that the resources of
thetwO institutions are utihzed ,effettively , there must be opportunities for
creating and maintaining a dialogue

Hair Design
tiVitlit Special
- $5.00-off-aft Perrns
Call today _at 827=4246_
22 Water St. Old Town
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among the actors ins olsed A c feel that
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is accepting applications for an

Gos.. McKernan has given his "full
support" for the continuation of the
institute.
As pan of the Bureau of Public Administration's continuing efforts to promote producnse and cooperative relationships between the Unisersity of
Maine and state government. the bureau
will be sponsoring several periodic slate
and unisersity forums,
At these forums, top level state officials will be invited to the unisersits to
discuss their priorities, concerns and
;VAX'S .

2,500,000 people fighting cancer.

Advertising Salesperson
Please apply in persorvat the
Advertising Office Suite 7A Lord Hall
Must have own car.
Deadline: Fri., Nov. 20 at Noon.

Classifieds
En Shut:dr:4s weeklyS in your
spare tithe , United Sers ices of
America . is
looking
for
horns-workers to perform mail services. Incentive
programs
available. For information send
large self-addressed stamped
ens elope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn Pkwy., Suite 306. Valencia.
CA 91155.
Adoption - loving, professional.
white couple desire to adopt
--newborn, all medical and legal_esPenses paid; confidential; call col'let" t6t71747-5322

AUDA0OUS,/
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Info

Vs and: tutor in Modern Greek
for Children. Tel. 866-2650
LOST: gold pyramid charm. approx. 3.8" square. REN ARP if
found. Please. call 866-3743

LOST Man's black wallet in or
around Memorial Union Tuesdas
morning at 9:30. If found please
call Randy Buchanan at 827-7168
need my ID's! Reward for Its
-safe return no questions ailed!

ef WAS jai;. Stammer sr round
Europe. S.Arner.. Australia. Asia
All fields. S900-X100mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write DC.PO Box
52-MED1, Corona Del Mar. (•A
92625

Found in 41N Stevens. Prescription bifocals. Can be picked up at
39N Stevens or call '1872_

Join our "NANNY NETWORK"
of oset 600 placed by us in the
Northeast. One year working with
kids in exchange for salaries up to
S2.50wk . room & board, airfare,
and benefits. We offer the BEST
CHOICES in-families and locations. Contact
HELPING
HANDS,Inc. at 1-800-544-NANI
for brochure and application. ,
Featured on NBC's TODAY'
Show and in Oct 1987 WORK.'
ING MOTHER niagazine a; nationally recognized leader in Nanny placement. Established in 19e4.
Full year positions only

Seeking to know more about God,
as revealed in the Holy Bible? Call
Martha at 947-8499. Morn./eve
best

Classifieds are SO per line. Ibes
are published on Tues. & Tburs
and are due Mon. & Wed. before
BOO n.

Need a paper typed' Call Emily
866-5682 SI a page satisfaction
------gitaranteed or your money back

I

225-75-15 tires ply 1.t. steel behest
all terrain premium BE Goodrich
3 used $45. one unused 570. all
four $100. 866-30115

English Springer Spaniel puppies.
Call 82'7-6546 after 5 p.m.

College Work-Study counselor
position available. Assist local
area adults with career exploration, college admission and financial aid processes. S4.75/hr Apply at: Maine Educational Talent
Search Program 35 Shibles Hall
581-2522.

HAUCK rami.
---t.21-4:oo

Crimson Travel wants you as a
campus rep!! EARN FREE
TRAVEL
AND
EXTRA
MONEY promoting trips on your
campus. Call 1-800-553-6642(outside MA) or 5484149 collect to
Kate (within MA).
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be held
an important first step in this
regard."
The Bureau of Public Administration
has recently completed the first Maine
Executive Institute, a unique two-week
education program for top level administrators of state government. Both
informal and formal reports indicate
that the institute was a great success.

Bears off to another good start

Swim team opens season with wins

Gov. McKernan has given his "full
support" for the continuation of the
institute.
As part of the Bureau of Public Administration's continuing efforts to promote productise and cooperative relationships between the Unisersity of
Maine and state gosernment. the bureau
will be sponsonng several periodic state
and university forums.
At these forunis, top level state of •
ficials will be invited to the unisersits to discuss their priorities, concerns and

Solakoff, a freshman, set a school
record of 1:00.21 in winning. the
_100-yard butterfly and won the 200
freestyle in 1:58.53. Teammate Kim
The defending New England champion University of Marne women's swim
Dunn came in seconctin 1:58.82.
Billington won the 1,000 freestyle by
team successfulls opened its 1987 campaign last weekend with two victories.
almost seven seconds, covering the
On Friday nightthe-Reirs-junipedout-- distance in.-446,71.
to a large early lead and defeated McGill
She also won the 500 freestyle, passLtusersity A4-38 at Stanley Wallace
ing teammate Laura Negri late in the
-race---te--win-ies-5;3 I.31- Negri__finished
Then on- Sunda,. UNIaine took on
just .29 behind to take second.Pros idence College in an -away meet, , . McGill's Manon -Yenne was the only.
coming up with a hard-fought 146-122
swimmer to win three individual events,
decision.
."...
as she won the 100 backstroke(1:02.98),
Against McGill. the Black Bears ----100,freest ylc (54.59), and 200 indisidual
medley 42. I 3.23).
Jumped out to a 23-2 lead after only
three es ents and went on to-post a con"Manon finished seventh in the 200
in against a squad depleted by IM in the World..UnIsersitY Games in
arious problems.
Yugoslavia." Laurin said. "Her times
-McGill Coach Francois 1 aurin said
are not fast yet, but we made her swim
two of his twimmers stayed at home a lot back-to-hack and shc responded
because of injury and others had heavy
well."
exam schedules which presented them
McGill's only other evcnt-wtnnerwas
from making the trip. .
Cynthia Aita, who '.won the 200
mut c ttIdTr right
'me BlackBears rotted 16 the vIetory breaststroke ts
by taking 1-2 finishes in five events and
seconds, -clocking a 2:32.26.
allowing McGill only one similar
"She was realls sick, but she didn't
opportunity. •
want to let the other girls down."
Maine was led by Dana Billininon and
Laurin said. "She did extremely well for
Noreen Solakoff, who each swam to victhe shape she was in."
tory in two individual events and par,
Maine also picked up wins from Sue
tic.ipated on a winning relas
Ahlers (100 breaststroke), Stacey
W Ma 1111111011

Issues -

Crimson Trasel wants you as a
campus rep!! EARN FREE
TRAVEL
AND
EXTRA
MONEY promoting trips on your
campus. Call 1-800-553-6642(outside MA) or 548-6149 collect to
Kate (within MA)

SPAGHETTI
DINNER
followed by a
S
TENANT'S FORUM
Tuesday, November 17, 1987
Damn Yankee
Memorial Union. University of Maine
For those who rent off campus and those who are thinking about renting an apartment in the future

Loam frill's landlords and renters your responsibilities and rights in
mord to the law and community that comes with signing a lease
5:30 p.m. DINNER & ENTERTAINMENT
($2.00 at door)
Sponsored by:
Off Campus Board
7:00 p.m. FORUM (tree)
Community Relations Advisory Board
Commuter Services. Center for Student Services

tRliCdtial

I Information for spring 1988 positions
only

Wanied: tutor in Modern Greek
For Children. Ia. 866-2650-

period after the McGill meet, a lack of
three-meter diving, and the Bears' first
time in a 25-meter pool this year. along
with some talented Providence swimmers combined to make things tough.
Maine Coach Jeff Wren said metrically measured pools make the most dif-`
(see SWIM viii•

FLMIT

R.A. INFORMATION
SESSIONS SCHEDULE

I

225-75 15 tires* ph It.steel belted
all terrain premium BE Goodrich
3 used $45, one unused $70. all
four $100. 866-1085

Seabrease(50 free), Meg Briselden (200
backstroke), and Negri (200 butterfly).
Against Providence the Black Bears
overcame several obstacles and received another double-win performance
from Billington as they turned back the
Friars.
A long road trip, short recovery

FuzlJef

LOST: gold pyramid charm approx. 3;8" square. REWARD if
found Please call 866-3743

DATE

Os-ere.as J051. Summer yT round
Europe, S.Amer., Australia. Asia
All fields. S900-2000mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write Lk% PO Box
52-MEDI, Corona Del Mar„ CA
9262*

Moncho, NoN. 23

TIME

PLACE

4-5p.m.

Stewart Pthate
Dining Room
Stewart Commons

ThuR.SCIAY,NovErdlBER ly
DATE:
,
l'ImE: 2:50-5 50 p *I
PLACE:SO-TON LOuNGE ,UNION

1

HERB ROBINSON

Join our "NANNY NETWORK"
of over 600 placed by us in the
Northeast. One year working with
kids in exchange for salaries up to
S250wk . room & board, airfare,
and benefits. We offer the BEST
CHOICES In families and locations. Contact
HELPING
HANDS,Inc. at 1-800-544-NANI
for brochure and application.
Featured on NBC's TODAY
Show and in Oct 1987 WORKING MOTHER magazine a; nationally recognized leader in Nanny placement. EstaNished in 1984
Full year positions only

FeLlerat Office of Personnel Management
,Regional Staffing Specialist

('oe Lounge,
tiesda,

No%. 24-12-1p.m.

Memorial
Union

will address
-Federal Employment Application Procedures
-Federal Employment Opportunities

t--

Students MUST attend an infix-illation session
to obtain an application. Both on-campus and
off-campus students can choose to go to any
one of these sessions. Students need to attend
the entire session from the beginning to end.
(Approximately 1 hour)

Classifieds are 50' per line. The.
are published on Tues. & Thur.
and are due Moe. & Wed. before
noon.

Information for fall 1988 positions will be
forthcoming.
oellt

—
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UPCOMING WORKSHOP: "The Second Interview"
Tuecdn, Dec. 1, FFA Room, Memorial Union, 2:10 p.m.
Sponsored by the Office of Career Planning & Placement
Wingate Hall. 581-1359
A Division of Student Affairs

The Daily Maine Campus. Tuesday. November 17, 1987

Season a disappointment
by Shaky Ilaatertli

For the University of Maine field
hockey team, there is no question that
their 6-10-4 record this season was
disappointing.
"We had great expectations tor this
season and just didn't accomplish
them," Coach Jeri Waterhouse said.
Many factors contribute to a losing
season. One factor that may have contributed to the Black Bears'-disappointing season was the fact that they played
only three home games and played their
last 12 on the road:
"There were many contributing factors. to our 6-1-0-4- season.," _

Waterhouse said. "One of the factors
was the travel. We figured out that the
team tr as cled close to 8,000 miles in two
months this season.
But Waterhouse•offered no excuses.
"There were times this season when
things looked good and then another
monkey wrench was thrown into the
works and things would go down hill
"There were key games that we
played well in but lost, so that took
desire,"
away
some of our
Waterhouse said. "Therefore we
wouldn't play as well against mediocre
teams We Were selective about the
teams we played well against."
Follow ing a successful campaign last
year, the Black Bears developed a
41:041LBULAII as the team to_ beat.

Top nvent,college teams
named by AP

"We got the reputation as a team to
heat," Waterhouse said. "Our opponents came at us. They playvd u& dif.,
ferently ."
Despite the disappointing season, the
Black Bears are looking ahead.
"The team has a real positive attitude
about next season," Waterhouse said
"We've already refocused on next
season. The team has already started
working towards next season, doing the
little things — indi% idual skills, conditioning — that make for a successful
season."
The squad is losing five important
seniors from this year's team: Cant
A endy Nadeau, Stacey Caron, Michelle
Lambert, Allison McBurnie. and Sue
Hannigan.
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(creme in. 200 meter stroke events,
where-the difference between yards and
meters starts to add up.
"In those ciients, if you go out at the
speed that you normally would, you
may well- run out of gas," Wren said.
"If that happens, you exponentially the.
You keep going slower and slower."
The Black Bears' 200 freestyle relay
team gave what was perhaps the performance of the day. as Kim Dunn.
Seabrease, Kns Billington. and Natalie
Zdenck established a new pool record in
winning by almost sex en seconds
The Bears will put their unbeaten
record on the line Saturday against a
tough L'Nfats squad at Wallace Pod:

Alcohol Awareness Sessions
Tues., Nov.17,6 p.m., 137 Bennett
Psychological Effects of Rape
Speaker: Bill Kennedy
Tues., Nov.24,6p.m,101 Neville
Sex, Drugs and AIDS
Speaker: Ruth Lockhart

Thurs., Nov.19,6 p.m., 101 Neville
Time Management & Study Skills
Speaker: Dean Rideout
Thurs., Dec. 3,--6-p.m.
Tues., Dec. 8, 6 p.m.

Any questions, please call Neal Westphatan
at 866-4909 or 581-4171.

ne Campus. Tuesday. November 17, 1987
A
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''In those events, if you go out at the
Teed that you normally would. you
ma) well- run out of gas." Wren said
'If that happens, you exponentially the
You keep going slovier and slosver.
The Black Bears' 200 freestyle rep
team gave *hat was perhaps the perfor
mance of the day, as Kim Dunn,
Scabrease. Km Billington. and Natalie
Tdenek established a riess pool record in
Minrfing by almost se‘en seconds
Thc Bears *ill put their unbeaten
record on the line Saturday against a
tough L'Mass squad at Wallace Pool
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Temporary parking

Upcoming stadium

Card catalogue

shortage solved

plan considered

reaches new heights

In an effort to alleviate the temporary parking shortage on campus.
Theodore S. Cold. -director of
Facilities Management. has announced That 150 car carriers have -ban
purchased and will be set up in the
parking lot behind the textbook
annex
When asked where the money for
Yuch expenditures came from. Cold
said that immediate funding,. had
come from the student life fee, but
that would he repayed by money
receised from next years' mandators
parking fee.

Thrt Baer

TO EDITOR

resa Walsh
FE ARTIST

!ph Merrill
SS MANAGER

!n Bancroft
;ING MANAGER

When asked what would happen if
not enough money was raised to
cover the cost of building a new football stadium, President Luck replied ...
"Well, I've always been-food with,
tools."

Student-run shoe

shine ahopropost
In an effort to strengthen relations
between the administration and the
student body, student gosernment
president Crisp Boots proposed setting up a student-run shoe shine shop
in the University Club, at Tuesday
night's General Student Sadist
meeting. Said Boots, "I think this
will do a lot to bring students closer
together and eliminate a feeling of
class structure that is keeping the two
factions alienated." At the-conclusion of hispropsal, off campus sadist
Milk Scotch went up to Boots and
slapped him hard on the back of the
head

Surprise planned
for Spring bills

ater atom Camas.land I.Ualaarists

elt bylaw Onerainisbeingion Aldenstasus•
ang a basrbasd babas mans ganabsiris tram
**ran is be dame ai Th.
r Moine Campo;
•amps am by net Addem all amill 40
L Omsk Mika O.

According to a source at the
business office, condoms will be sent
out with the spring semester tuition
bills. Said the source, "The students
are getting screwed by the mandatory
student life, we're nist trying to make
it as safe as possible."

University police were called to
Sigma Nu Friday night to break up
a near_ riot :caused. when brother
kelsin DeepWretch discosered that
the Residential Life caterers had
substituted near-beer for the real
stuff. When the police arrived, the
, caterers had been stripped naked, tied
to chairs, and were being force-funneled the remainder of the nonalcoholic beverage.
•

Tragedy ruins

'Good Stufr

celebration

boxes restocked

rao

The cannons in front of Wingate
Hall were fired last Thursdas in
_ ceIebation of National—Student
. Government Day.
n fortunately, somebody forgot
unplug the cannons first. No one
was seriously injured. but afterward
the Cutler Health Center did repogt
that it was dangerousls low on
Bactine

Inn

ricco

PczcA

n,m.a

to take field trip
l'obetter demonstrate an "endless
loop," some computer science professors now require their students to
sit in on at least two consecutive student government meetings.

Fraternity T-shirts

Near-beer causes
chaos at fraternity

The C.I.A. caused quite a stir three
weeks ago in its attempt to recruit
members on the LIMaine campus.--Problems arose. however, when no
one was able to determine who the
actual recruiters were.
In an effort to draw students back ,
into the dorms Residential Life is
planning to offer incentives such as
a coupon good for a free pizza at The
Bears' Den to ansone deciding to
return to campus

Computer classes

are successful

CIA recruiters

•

--

It now appears that bookstore
renovations will take longer than
originally expected. In order to make
things easier for students, the part of
the bookstore that is presently in the
union will be moved to the library
where the card catalogue now resides.
The card catalogue will be relocated
to . special collections on the third
floor of the library. A spokesperson
library said—thart the- movewould hopefully bring more students
into special collections.
.

Because of lighting problems on
campus. next- year's'
'Good Stuff'.'.
boxes will come with flashlights. Bat teties will not be included
- "It's just got to the point where we
can !only do so much for the
students," director of Good Stuff
Enterprises, J.J. Baines said.

Delta Upsilon president Gym
Freon announced Wednesday that
—sates of anti-ResLite T-shirts have
been so good that the house has
chartered a plane to Bermuda for the
final- _
week of Chnstmas.,break. He
- added, "Next semester we're thinking of selling anti-ResLife
underwear."

Squirrel. 14) be
eatioured, relocated
Due to a proliferation of squirrels
on the LTMaine campus, an operation
titled
"'Take-Out" has begun
whereby squirrels are captured and
relocated on college campuses with a,.
shortage of the animals.
When questioned about ,funding
__for the project. John Bork, Director
of Grass, Trees, and Bushes, said
"Right now it's coming out of student life fee MORK'S, but hopefully,
in the future, such projects will be
funded by a mandatory animal and
snow removal fee "

.-
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WelSOMe,to the M. Avocado show-em
Avocado and today's guest is Newburt Kepland,
noted Orono author and bank account- juggler.
Today we're going to discuss Mr. Kepland's
newest literary work."How To Make a Killing
Off Impoverished College Students."
So, Newburt, you're considered by man.v to be
a real expert in relieving students of their • .
burdensome cash. Tell us, why did you decide to
• write on the subject and how can it help- our
• viewers to make a killing off impoverished college students?
you know, there are a lot of people out
there who really try their best to take athantage
of college students but, well, so many - of them
don't know what they're doing.
This book is-a-do-it-yourself guide on how to
really squeeze all the green you possibly can
from Your local college communits.
Sounds titillating, Newburt. Tell us more.
Sure M. Why don't we start with the chapter
called "How To Turn a Decrepit Eyesore Into a
Mont). Making Machine?"
Now a lot of people think you have to own a
huge apartment ,complex in order to makeany.
money as a landlord.
Not so.
I know a man who is making a killing" off —lust one old house.-And wo-u c461T Too if
you just follow the easy?pri have outlined in
. this chapter.
. -Now the first,thing you Must do is Purchase a
decrepit monstrosity of a house somewhere
close to -acollege campus. Then apply the first
golden principle of perm) pinching. which is; if
there is any room in the house which will not
make a profit, it must go.
I see. Newbury. Now what exactly does that
mean'
That means bedrooms, M. Lots and lots of
bedrooms
Dens, living rooms, dining rooms porches and
large closets, turn them all into bedrooms.
I see, is that a?
Ph no, you also hase the second golden prin.; ciple: RIP-OFF which stands for: Room In.
crease Plan—Onls. Five Fcet. This just means
that sou take each room in the houseand partition it off until each little section is a neat and
pretty five square feet

HUMOR
there from time to time and that's why the bottom rack is warped, and they start making these
weird little sounds and drooling.
Oh,•come on. .tiewburt. that sounds a hit farfetched to me.
realls I've hid students btirrg polaroids
If you think Oprah Winfrey is justNo,
to take pictures of the .stuff. Some even -run,
the Anti-Christ and everybOdy ' around barefoot and sing. .
O.K.. Newburt. what are some other -waysshould run around with
which we can all learn to squeeze more green
under% ear on their head, then
from the average college student?
Well M., let's mosc on to the section of my
%rite a ItAtbook On it.
book called "On Writing a Textbook."
Noss if you are someone who knows anything
You see, that way yOu can pass off what was
about something that nohosis real) cares about, a three-bedroom house as Mx, two-bedroom
then you too can write a textbook
apartments.
I don't know. .%ewburt. don't .vou have to do
Oh come on Newbury Why would anyone
a lot of research and. well. he slightly intelligent
agree to most into anything that small?
to write a textbook' •
First of all, remember_ for a moment who
No. You see that's what eserybody thinks
we're dealing with heft; M.. these acen't normal
but, well hey, take philosophs for example. I
human beings. these are college students—
mean if you think Oprah Winfrey is the Antstringe andinistreated beasts indeed,---- Christ and everybody should run around with
They're used to eking out a miserabk exunderwear on their hcad, then writc„a textbook
istence, crammed into-tillY hovels in sets. óT two
on it.
Day and night they live in fear of being interYou could call it "Alternative Views on a
rogated by the agents of the cyd Rest ife
Freudian Quip- or some such nonsense..
empire.
_Ciraduate students love that kind of mull.
An you-have to tell these people is that they
Of course, if you really *ant to be a succan have their own room if they want, and that
cesful textbook author, you should have a prothey will never, ever hase to deal with RDs.
fessor friend who will make OW ;book required
RAs, conduct officers and other agents of the
reading for his or her class.
devil again. .
N'ell„Newburt, that certainly does sound inOf course you don't tell them that their room
terestng. hut we're just about out 01 time.
really used to he half of a walk-19 closet
Perhaps'you could briefly highlight a couple of
It works, trust me.
the other major points in your book before we
O.K., so what's next, Newbury?
go.
Well let's mose on to chapter two, "The Fix
Sure. M. There's a good section on how • to
UpFacade." In this chapter we come across
convince a student government to financially
another handy acronym; CRAP—Carpet,
support you. Oh, and especially for landlords.
Refrigerator And Porch. 0.1(., now remember
there's a chapter on how to pass your own
those horrid little hoseis I •told you about—well
utility bills onto your tenants and get kickbacks
most of them hase cold concrete or dirt floors.
from the local oil Icompany.
You bring a group of college students into a
;fel& thank ,vou for being here today and
place that's got carpeting and they feel
sharing all .vour advice with us on the M.
_under-dressed.
.4vocado show. It certainly sounds like with
And refrigerators, most of these students
little reading, anyone can make a killing off imhase these tiny pseudo-refrigerators You show
poverished cotiege students
them a real Jumbo-sued model and tell them
,4 yos-ado show, and I'm
This has been the
the last group of tertants used to put a keg in
vocodo
Ai
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torn time to time and that's why the hotck is warped, and they start making these
ittle sounds and drooling
ame on. .tiewhurt, that sounds a bit forfetme
l'se hid students bring polaroid* '
take pictures of the stuff. Some even -run,
barefoot and sing
Newhurt. what are some other ways
we can all learn to -squeeze more green
Ite average college student?
, let's mosc on to the section of my
ailed "On Writing a Textbook."
if you are someone who knows anything
unnething that nobods real) cares about,
su too' can write a textbook.
on 't know, .%ewhurt, don't _you ,have to do
I research and. well. he slightly intelligent
•
c a textbook'
You see that's what eserybody thinks
r11 hey, take phtlosophs for example. I I you think Optah Winfrey is the Antiand everybody should run around with
rear on their head, then write_a textbook

could call it ','Alternatise Views on a
an Quip" or some such nonsense.
Inc students love that kind of stuff
ourse, if you reall) want to be a suctextbook author, you should tune a profriend who will make your:book required
g for his or her class
, Newhurt, that certain/b' does sound mg. hut we're just about out of time.
is'you could briefly* highlight a couple of
ier major points in sour book before we

, M. There's a good section on how to
cc a student gosernment to financially
't you. Oh, and especially for landi
a chapter on how to pass your own
sills onto your tenants and get kickbacks
ic local oil company.
thank _you for being herr today and
r all your advice _with us on the At
to show It certainly sounds like with d
vading. anyone can make a killing off sin
shed coilege students
has been the ,W. Avocado show, and I'm
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Today, Anyway.
tby Jonathani,Bach
Junatior4
t was hot. It was searing hot The room no
longer resembled a room. I: was now four
walls of flame, a floor of lharreti, smoldering
debris, a ceiling of metted, oozing stuck°, and he
was in thc middle of wall.
14 hat the hell am I doing here' I'm a journalist
I'm supposed to be on the other side of these
wall; with a pencil and paper in my hand looking
at ii from OW Mtn, let I'm risking ms life in
here soluntir is 'Soinethilrig's not right. If I could
falls have time io thinA

I

'A tap on his shoulder brought him out of it.
--140t- tuns% Baxter' Jesus, nor nowt" hi partner
screamed.
---NotwowI he three inch diameter hose jolted as the
tremendous release of water traveled through it.
Water met flame and an amazing rush of steam
and smoke filled the room No sight of anything.
In a matter of seconds, the two firemen had been
enscloped in what, in technical terms. is a disruption of the thermal balance of a burning room
The one careless mistake a fireman must not
make.
Keg Baxter was loci in the fog. Time stopped
for the while that he was thinking.
He thought of the last half hour. He especial')
thought of the chiers soicc on his car radio:
...."Yeah, its the Branson Mill. Code three and let's.
,go with the'usual duty crew."
It didn't seem to Reg that It was an especially
big fire hearing the chief's tone of voicc
The chief was the calmest person he knew. He
didn't drink, smoke, almost never swore, and
always kept his cool. Esen during the worst fires..
he kept things running smoothly. He'd Seen just
, about eserything in his forty-odd years of fireman ship excePt a fatality. His department had the best
safety record in the state.
Reg remembered the way his mind raced as he
drove to the firestation. He had use minutes to recall his use years of
training and apply it correctly.
As he forced his Fiat to do ninety,five miles per
hour through downtown Einchburg,-he heard a se

Hear
-%obemlW. 19,1

coed tone on his beeper. By the time he reached
"I hope you .guys don't think you're through,"
the fire station, he heard another toric
he said "We've got secondar), to do."
"Damn," he said, barely audible. "This is. bigThe men nodded their agreement, that they were
ger than I thought. Why today?" .
just going to get sow,: coffee first, but were headThe steam suddenly cleared and traveled out a
ed back up the stairs by the captain. More firemen
window that had recently been broken by a blast
headed into the door in pairs to search and
of straight-stream watts. Reg came back into
salvage. Reg and Ed searched the top floor of the
consciousness.
mill. Ed went in the direction of the offices and
He could see the room again now as it began to
Reg took the employee's lounge.
heat up again. The broken window had created a
"Why do we always get the top floors for
new source of air for the smoldering debris, and
secondary?" Reg asked.
flames once again filled the room. This time, he
"Because we're so good at it," Ed replied.
knew better.
Reg announced that he was going into
Firit, he shot a -quick
the lounge
blast of water in a fog
"Sure, you
They were going to let it burn. search the easy
pattern towards *MOWins, then he weint-to-cat—
They had no utherchui e. Reg
tingiiiyhing_the flames. He
"Just save
realized thhe was going to some coffee for me
used a greater volume of
water this time and once
will ya•—hold the
burn alive. again used the fog patterm
ashes.— Ed
to cool the room down.
laughed hysterically.
In use minutes, the room was a swamp of water
Reg thought he heard other people laughing at
and charred ashes. The fire was out, but there was Ed's joke. The laughter sounded like a low rum_
a low rumbling coming from somewhere.
ble. It was coming from one of the rooms within
I ooking behind him, he saw his partner for the
the lounge.
first time since they had been in the building.
He opened the door to where the rumbling was
••I thought I'd lost you there for a minute." his coming from. The knob squeaked as it turned. It
was the last sound he heard. No more rumbling
partner said as he took off his air mask.
now.
"Me too. There's something weird about this
place, Ed. I felt something go through me. I
Reg was blown into the day care room across
wasn't myself for a minute. Jesus, I could hase
the hall. He was in a sea of flames and debris. He
killed us both. I don't know what to say."
"Don't worry about it. Reg. Let's just clear and could see, but it was blurry. He felt only warmth,
though; not the intense heat that melted the plastic
get out of this mess."
on the light switch.
'I-still don't feel right." He paused, looking
around the-room as if he were looking for
-Ed was no where to be seen.
The portable radio Reg was t:arrving was still
something that might belong to him. t'Ati; it's-tact, cushioned by the inside of his fire jacket. It
nothing. Let's go."
talked to everyone but him.
"338 to command, all clear—no signs of fire,
"Seven men in! Seven men in! It's a godpermissiess-lor secondary search."
Command gasc the permission to search for an', damned runaway and we've got seven men in!
Mutual
smaller fires thast may be continuing and salsage
companies. Right now!"
Reg could tell how serious the situation was just
anything that might be salvagable.
The rumbling continued from someplace distant. bs the tone of the chief's voice. He knew what
had just happened. The technical term is a
but yet it sounded near, calling Reg
The two men met t. aptain Eraser coming up the "backdraft." He had let a sudden rush of air into
starrwell as they were going down.
continued on page 8

[—VERBATIM
have -because grass would not take
that much abuse

Dale W. Lick is perhaps the most controversial president the University of Maine has had
in over a' decade. Whether good or bad, his
sweeping policy changes -in the last year have
made a large impact, notzrity On the univesitypopulation, but on the entire state.
Verbatim Editor, Michael Di Cicco, had a
chance to talk to President Lick about what
changes he plans to make in the future and why.
/ et's start with your stadium proposal. Why doer a school of 12,000
students that has a attendence of at
most 10.000 people at a football
game. need a stadium with 16.000
seats'
I think you can turn that around
and say this, why does a university of
our size and importance with such a •
hiah quality football team only have
an attendance of 10,0007 And I think
part of the answer is because we don't
have a big enough stadium to accommodate a larger audience. The qualit,.
of the stadium is not one that will attract people to come and sit in it. If
you were to ask yourself, for example, would you drive from Portland.
Maine to our stadium to sit in our
stadium? I think a lot of people
wouldn't. Would you dnve from
Portland. Maine to come and watch
'our football team if we had a new
stadium, a nice stadium, a modern
stadium as opposed to a high school
type stadium. I think you would find
that some people indeed would, not
eserybody would, but some people
would. It's kind of the chicken and
the egg situation.
Feet want *strong,' for Ms
stadium, but what about safer)
question'
The astroturf is not a closed Wee.
frankly. Partly because you're Ping
to invest about SI million in putting
it down. Now, there is no research
that says that astroturf is .more
dangerous than grass.
People conjure up in their minds
that indeed it is. but in fat there is
no research to verify that and if you
look at the pros, if the pros thought
astroturf were a serious problem for
injury the pros wouldn't be playing

on astroturf they'd be playing on
grass because they could afford
whatever they wanted.
Often the problem is that people
play on grass most of the time and
then they come on to astroturf for
one game and they don't hase the
right shoes for astroturf
If you have the wrong shoe, it is
possible to increase the probability of
an injury on astroturf with the wrong
equipment, but in terms of any
research that says that astroturf is
more dangerous than anything else.
it's not
1471r. would you invest Slmillion in
astronirf? 14 hat is wrong with a grass
playing field.'
For us the question is quite simple,
because of our weather, there is a
limited amount of time we could use
that surface, because that surface it
dirt.
When dirt becomes mud, you can't
use it And so relatively early in the
fall we end up not using that field any
longer Relatisels late in the spring
we begin to use that field
With astroturf we could plas on
the surface longer and also we could
begin much earlier in the spring, so
it would lengtheio the time we could
use that surface.
Furthermore. With grass'there's a
limited *mount of wear and tear it
can take. And so, for example, we
don't use that to practice on We only
Use It for games. But if it were
astroturf, you know, you've got an
unlimited capacity, so you could do
lots of things on it. You could have
a soccer tournament or a field hockey
tournament or you could have band
days. You could base all kinds of
things out there that you could not

14e've heard a lot about a future
dome stadium. flow does that relate
to jour present proposal'
Oh, well. You have to put this in
_perspective. There are two concepts:
one is more of a dream and one is
more of a lesser dream. but neither
one is reality yet.
You base to realize that we are only talking about potential things and
no firm decision has been made to do
anything.
Now you base one concept of a
stadium that would just be a football
stadium whether we would have a
grass surface or an artificial surface_
There is another concept that areas
around the country that are cold like
us take and that is to build a sports
dome.
For example, the University of
Northern Iowa is a cold, snowy
climate. It's somewhat similar 10
here.The kids are indoors a lot of the
time. So what do you do?
Well Syracuse University built
—what's called the Carrier DOefle to
deal with that. Let me describe the
(-airier Dome.
The Carrier Dome. I think, has
seating capacity of about 50,000 people for football. 30000 people for

not the same institution wc were in
the 1930s.
Sc under one roof, a dome roof, ,
probably a_ soft dome held up with a
cable-type suspension you have a
football stadium,- a large basketball
arena and then sou'd have facilities
of all kinds that would allow you to
do things indoors as opposed to not.
being able to be outside.
._
vou have any estkoate of how
much it would cost'
Yes, if you're looking at 15,000 to
20,0(10 seats for football arid 8,000 to
10,000 for basketball. sou:re looking
111 Probably $20 million as a first pass
— 5,20 to $30 million the architeets.
told ,nie MB-Ft-rough estimate MINK
but. probably we're talking $20
million
So you can sec why I say a dreirri:—
,1 don't have any idea how we would-,
_ get $20 million to do that Now I
hadn't ruled that out as a possibility
,for our campus, but at the moment,
I know. of no way to do that And at
the moment I'm not willing to go to
the state and ask for them to put up
a permy towards that.
However. I don't think it would be
unrealistic for the state to consider
helping with that project beCause
think of it this was, not .only could
it seise as that multipurpose facility
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•11 e looked at -other drug teming program
around tio• entintr‘. and e e got one that
could he put in place tomorro%.basketball, and then the whole facility is designed so it has all kinds of
other purposes that at can be Used for
inside. And so one big dream is a
(airier Dome type facility but on a
smaller scale.
4re you talktigriamettibtg tige a
We'vloriai GYM Shodast f nion and
football stadium in one
No. I'm talking about probably a
SlernoRal Gym. football stadium and
a lot of other recreation and physical
activity type facility. Like handball
courts, for example.
Because in fact the field house was
built in 1933,the gymnasium in 1926,
you know we've changed so much
since that time that they no longer
_meet our basic needs. We'sc
outgrown them by a lot. We're just

for the Lnisersit.s of Maine. but it
also could serve as that multi-purpose
facility for the whole state
For example, all the basketball
tournaments could be held there
statewide.. We're right in the middle
of the state so we're ideally located
All the soccer tournaments could be
held there and thc field hockey and
the football tournaments all the foot,
ball playoffs could be held there.
Artificial turf -- all the play you
want to do. h wouldn't ruin the
grass Basketball tournaments could
be held there. Vie could have concerts
in that facility. We could have
economic deselopment operations in
that facility. For example, farm commodity displays, farm machinery
displays, we could just do all kinds
of things to help ads Anse the state in__
that facility because it's under roof
and we could do them any time of the
year we wanted to do them
14 ould this also help
recruiting.'

with

Absolutely I'm fold by coaches.
and 1_ guess the one that rye
recently worked with away from here
his opinion was his number one
recruiting des ice was a stadium You
could ask our coach how important
a good stadium is and I think he'll tell
you People want to feel like they're
playing university football. They
want to play an a beautiful facility.
They want their friends and their
relatives to come and sec them play
in a beautiful facility. They don't
continued on next page
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INTERVIEW-not the same institution we were in
the 1930s. •
Sc under one roof„a dome roof.,
probably a.soft dome held up with a
cable-type suspension you hase a
football stadium,. a large basketball
arena and then you'd have facilities
of all kinds that would allow you to
do things indoors as opposed to not
being able to be outside.
no you have any estimate of hoses
much it would coc2?
ye.s,ifs,ou'ic looking at 15.000 to
20,000 seats for football and 8.000 to
10,000 for basketball. you're looking
at probably S20 million as a first pass
— SZUV to S30 million the architects
told Me was'a rough estimate of that
but, probably we're talking 520
So you can sec s*h).' 1 say a dream.
„I don't have any idea how we would:
get 520 Million to do that. Now I
hadn't ruled that out as a possibility
for our campus, but at the moment,
I knout of no way to do that. And at
the moment I'm not willing to go to
the state and ask for them to put up
a penny towards that.
However. I don't think it would be, _
unrealistic for the state to consider
helping with that project because
think of it this was, not ,only could
it SePit as that multipurpose facility

r drug testing programs
. and %e've got one that
• tomorrou."
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for the University of Maine, but it
also could SCINC as that multi-purpose
facility for the whole state.
For example, all the basketball
tournaments could be held there
statewide.. We're right in the middle
of the state so we're ideally located.
All the soccrr tournaments Could be
held there and the field hockey and
the-foothill tournaments all the foal.ha1T playoffs could be held there.
Artificial Rut 7- all the play you
want to do. It wouldn't ruin the
grass. Basketball todrnaments could
be held there. We amid have concerts
in that facility. We could have
economic deselopment operations in that facility. For example, farm corn.
modits displays, farm machinery
displays, we could just do all kinds
of things to help advance Shg state*
that facility because It's under roof
and we could do them any tune of the
year we wanted to do them.
14 ould this' also help
recruiting?

with

Absolutely. I'm told by coaches.
and 1- guess the one that I've most
recently worked with
away from here
his opinion was his number one
recruiting des ice was a stadium. You
could ask our coach how important
a good stadium is and I think he'll tell
you People want to tee like they're
playing unocrsity football. They
want to play in a beautiful facility.
They want their friends and their
relatoes to come and see them play
in a beautiful facility, They don't
continued on next page

from page 6
want them to come and see ihem
playins,..in_ _a high schoo,s1 stadium. There are highschool stadiums bigger than our football stadium.
Rut what about helping
recruting for academics?

in

Absolutely. Things hase a way.
It's kind of a guilt by association
situation — one thing has a way of
influencing something else. The dome
facility would be a very positive
thing. Let's take basketball for example. How would a student feel about
playing in an 8,000 to 10,000 seat
arena inside that dome as opposed to
playing in the pit where we can only
_gest 1,1300 people. If you're in the Pit
testing programs around the country,
and you can only see 1,800 people do
and we's c got onethat could be put
You think you're -really playing • in place tomorrow. We feel like the
university basketball? I don't think
- drug program that we have on camSO.
pus now, the substance abuse pro- gram with Dr. Dana, is adequate
Rid are svii going to get 8,000 to
given the present circumstances. So
10.000 people to watch a 1 kfaine
We treat athletes just like we'd treat
bashetb•ii genne:'
any other student when they have a
substance abuse problem. Our intent
Probably not, but if we could get
- --is to always to aim it back at students
3,000 or 4,000. Can we get 3,000 or
to help them as best we can.
4,000? Absolutely, I think the poten•
But on the other hand, we feel
that, gisen the present cirtial is there. But what does it mean?
cumstances,we need to just wait and
You's e got to win. Nobody goes and
__watches losers.
see what's going to happen. For ex _

-There is no research that sms that astroturf
is more dangerous than grass."
There have been alot of rumors
about steroid use in the football
:earn, are you in favor of a mandatory drug testing for athletics?
At the moment, I feel we need to
put our consideration on hold for two
reasons. One reason is. we has no
evidence that we have use or any proWar., that doesn't mean that there
1=has't a problem or there isn't use, but
we hase no evidence.
The other reason is that we are
talking about a _ -compulsory drug
testing program. We believe, in
Maine, in a great deal of freedom.
We fight to maintain that freedom,
and the students fought to maintain
what they thought was that freedom
was when we talked about the mandator) student life fee And I
respected that fact. But now we're
talking about a mandatory drug
testing, program that would take
away that freedom.
Right now, it isn't clear if that is
even legal. There are,number of cases
in the courts right now, being heard
on whether or not drug testing is
unconstitutional
So we feel like, when there's real
question about the constitutionality,
and we hase no evidence that thee
are abuses, then we feel likc the best
position for us now is Just to put it on
hold.
Now what we have done: We hase.
not only developed a drug testing
program, we have held major discus:..
mons with coaches, athletes, with our
substance abuse ads isor, with the
legal people. We kioked at other drug

ample, if we suddenly received
evidence that there was abuse, then
we would implement a program
unless it was ruled unconstitutional
But until such time as there's
evidence, until such time as the courts
clarify whether or not drug testing is
constitutional, we probably won't
implement a program.
How:net, the NCAA is implementing programs for the championship
sports. Any team that doesn't have
a drug program but has an athlete
who has been on drugs, including
steroids, runs the risk of being ruled
ineligible, or the athlete faces the
possibility of being thrown off the
team. If we go into a championship
game, our kids will have to be tested
like everybody else
If is became known that an athlete
was taking steroids, or using drugs,
what would happen?
The plan we have put together that
we could implement, is a three step
process. The first step is working with
just that person—nobody else knows
about the sitnation—encouraging
diem to get basic counseling. If that'
doesn't work, the second step is to
force counseling, to force an effort
on them to correct the problem. If
that doesn't work, they're kicked off
the team. They can't represent ttee
un is er sit y
Concerning the Vfemorial 1 nion.
there are quite a few organizations
housed in the building that complain
about overcros.ding. 14'hy weren't

plans made for expanding the
;:Wemorial I. nion along with the
bookstore?
Our bookstore and union were
designed for 3,500 students. We now
hase over 11,000 students, so you can
see that they really aren't adequate to
do what we need to be doing at the
University of Maine. What that
means is there are a lot of things we.
could and should be doing, in my
opinion, that we can't do
Why then go forward with one
project and not the other one?
The bookstore really is a business
venture, which provides materials
and services that our students need,
or at least think they need. They need
to do that at costs akcheap as the
bookstore or cheaper than what you
would find out in the marketplace.
That has been the goal, and, as a
matter of fact, they've probably done
that too successfully, they've probably cut their prices back more
sharply than they should have.
But, it's like any business, if you
run it properly, you should be
— generating money to help pay for the
facilities. The bookstore has not had
to pay for their facilities as part of
- the university: So, When the time

14 here does the Memorial 1 nion
rank in priority as compared to deo
proposed football stadium?
The football stadium is ranked
-28th and the expansion on the union
is 7th, right ahead of the library.
The preliminary submission called
for an addition of 35,000 square feet,
at a cost of 5.5 million dollars. We
feel like we need about twice that
- much so have what is ideal for a campus our size. The cizst of such an ad-dition, however, is simply out of our
range because funding is probably
going to be from pri% ate donations.
14 hat is number one on the priority
list?
Number one on the list is a
building, which would
classroom
.
-. have some media classes and some
computer classes, a couple of large
. lecture halls, those kind of things;
and also include the College of
Business Administration.
The reason for that being number
one on the list is because every
department on campus has a space
problem. We've grown to such an ex- "'
'jtent that we don't have any mor
growth room in Qur existing
buildings.
A classroom building would free
1--

"But on the other hand, there are some programs. where it ma‘ be in our best interest to
drop them."
comes to expand, As it has now, their
income should pay for the expansion
of their facilities. And that's what
we're doing now, we're taking some
of the money that they take in and
putting it into the expansion project.
The situation is different with the
union because there's no real income
there. The task then, is to figure out
how to raise the money needed for
such a project.
One way is to go to the state and
ask for it. In all probability that
would not be successful. We probably can't make that a high enough
priority when we've got some other
crushing priorities that we want the
state to fund. It would be a
,reasonable thing for the state to fund,
if there weren't more important
things ahead of it. So we have to look
for other ways to get funding for a
union expansion.

up some of the rooms in other
buildings and allow the departments
a chance to expand
How much is this exikeeted to cost?

r

This will be a 7 million dollar
project.
Will the project be state funded?

-Yes, thiSdefinnety witftethrsrate
money.
Ps., heard that some college programs are going to be phased out and
others are going to be expanded. Can
you elaborate on that?
I'm not sure that ails are definite,
there a number that are being looked at.
continued on page 12
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—VERBATIM
from page 5
the copyroom containing the low rumbling. The
sudden rush of air had tinned the steaming hot..
smoldering blob of plastic that used to be a copy-a
mg machine.
The ignition of the room's vapors was just like"
an explosion that sent a chain •reaction of fire ignition throughout the building. The structure was a
fireball in a matter of seconds. They were going to •
let it burn. They had no other choice. Reg realized
that he was going to burn aloe.
But he didn't feel alive.,The tooth resembled the
first one he and Ed had put out just while ago,.
yet he was in the middle of it and only telt warm'.
It was a peaceful warmth, free of all tensions. For
Reg. this was time for him to finally tip able to
think...

to be dead. He had had thought of outerbody experiences after reading an article about them.
Almost all of the stories included %loons that
led to a tunnel and then light and then unending
peace. Reg loved to think of the Yisions. but was
often brought back into reality by noises.
He thought now of his firemen buddies.

in a burning building. It was a desice that issued a
piercing lone if it was kept stationary for more
than 30 seconds. Any mosement after this would
Silence it again. Although he could not hear it. he
could feel it sibrating up until the point where he
e
moved. .He remembered this from training All
there was to do now was to keep bundled up and
,hope.

Seven men in .Siy men with wives. four men
with wives and children One man with nothing.
I'm dead. I must he. No more loneliness, no more
responsibility. no more rejection.
This 15 great.'(There was only silence as the
room faded to white
This is hell.
keg watched the room turn into a solid white
Silence. He had no concept of movement as there
was no reference point. He thought some more.

The commander noticed the disruption in the
tone immediately He knew that Fd and Reg were
always assigned the top floors of a building for
secondary searches There was only one decision to
be made.

Reg Baxter was a journalist. He was paid to
&ref news events in his small town of Finchburg, want life. It
want our I mean 1 woo
mom. He was paid to pursue oones with Teat
•
-can't be much worse than this. I have so much to
to be out going; but he wasn't like this at all.
never know if I will have ever loved, mei,see
Reg failed in lose. money. and education. The
children,ever possi-hl_t affected higor_y.
had
ried.
the
playing
was
at
good
was
rcg
that
thing
only
harmonica. But to apPls his one talent to any It. %a% as if someone was putting thoughts into
degree of success, he had to play on stage—
like a vaccination for a sickness.
him,
do.
to
himself
something he could neser bring
He was depressing himself, but that's an there
So he had nothing eke to do but think. Thinkwas to do. No tunnel, light, or heasenk visions.
ing was keg's favorite actisity. When he thought.
he thought abou esery•thing He thought with
Is this really what I want?
amazing ability Images could be created in his
There was suddenly a voice that said "sOmeday.
mind that were so real. the. were lifelike
not today." Reg instinctively turned to look and
He wtould think of both sides of esery arguin that same instant he felt a force like a knife
ment. every possible consequence of a decision, or
piercing his body. It was excruciatingly hot now
any Yanable that might influence an experiment.'
He could barely breathe and he felt limp It was
The only thing that brought him out of his
still silent
trance would he a physical force of some sort—of
Reg was back in the middle of the burning room
a push, pull,'tap, or sudden, sharp noise usually
hurt
The •udderLIIIIdEr, of the but - -*
now
thoughts.
snapped him out of his
his eyes He tried.to move but could onls manage
One of the things that Reg most liked to think
to roll oscr on his stomach Reg remembered his
about was suicide, I. ift was a tragic failure for
personal safety desire used in the esent of distress
him, so he often thought of what it would he like

A burst of straight-stream water came into the
room where Reg was. He could feel the floor gi%
mg was with each second that the water filled the
room. At 300 'gallons a minute, it would not take
long for the floor to give way.
The water cooled the room 10 bearable
temperatures, and five seconth-after-the.flow-o4
water stopped, the end of an aerial ladder appeared in the window..
In the ambulance; there was a crowd of amazed
firemen and doctors. He laid there, looking at the
ceiling of the 'an and all the people talking silent is to him Reg tried to talk, but it felt asafihis
lungs were on fire. He made a motion to his car ,
and esersone understood immediately.
He saw one of his training buddies writing
something on a pad of paper He was going to .
show it to Reg when one of the doctors put his
hand up to block it Reg motioned to tee it
It read: "I don't know how you survived that:
but obsiously someone's not through with you
set "
Rey smiled back at his buddy and thought about
the voice. There were no sounds now to jolt him
out of his thoughts.
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a burning building. It was a desice that issued a'.
Icing ione if it was kept stationary for more
,n 30 seconds. Any moscment after this would
'rice it again. Although he could not hear it, he
aid feel it sibrating up until the point where he
si
,secl. He remembered this from training All
re was to do now was to keep bundled 110 and
Pr •
The commander noticed the disruption in they
te immediatels He knew that Ed and Reg were
.as assigned the top floors of a building for
ondars searches. There was only one decision to
made.

—MUSIC

"Kick" doesn't

A burst of straight-stream water came into the
where Reg was. He could feel the floor fiy; way with each second that the water filled the
om. At 14'sX) .gallons a minute,. it would not take
ig for the floor to give way.
The water cooled the room to bearable
nperaturrt. and five seconds after the flow-et-der stopped, the end of an aerial ladder spared in the window..

Dm

In the ambulance-, there was a crowd of amazes)
emcn and doctors. He laid there, looking at the
Ring of the san and all the people talking silent to him Reg tried to talk, but it felt as afhis
rigs were on fire.- He made a motion to his car
esersone understood immediate''.

He saw one of his training buddies writing
mething on a pad of paper He was going to
ow it to Reg when one of the doctors put his
,nd up to block it. Reg motioned to sec it

It read: "I don't know how sou sursised that:
t obvious!) someone's not through with you

Rev smiled back at his budds and thought about
r voice. There were no sounds now to jolt him
I of his thoughts
s
Not today, anyway
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"...Nothing Like
The Sun"
"Kick"
INXS
One would think that in the two
scars since "Listen Like Thieves."
INNS would have put together
enough material for a good album.
Such is tar from the case with their
sixth album. "Kick," however,
which is brittle and flat.
At best, it is a failed experiment at
minimalism. Andrew Farriss'
keyboards are barely noticable, Kirk
Pengilly's saxophone is all but nonexistent, and Michael Hutchence
seems to think it better to talk
through most of the songs rather than
sing them.
That minimalism means minimal
work might explain why the songs
"Devil lisside" and "Need You
Tonight" are little more than
rehashes of previous work.
As on their previous album. INNS
start off "Kick" with with a totally.
new sound. From its francs Brown
intro through its "Undercover Of
The Night" chorus and guitar work.
• • Gual.ln The-SkieLika_ com.plet
new direction for the band. Unfortunately, unlike "What You Need."
"Guns In The Sky" sets the tone for
most of what is to follow.
• "New Sensation" is a natural progression from previous work in that,
while it sounds familiar, it has a
distincose flasor. Unfortunate's.
Prince's "kiss."
that flasor
''Devil Inside" is one of the afore
mentioned songs which sounds like
old INNS materia . Here, "Love
(What I Sas)." or F least its rhythm,
seems to be tJs4.influence. Hutchence's socals hasen't teen this
sultry in some time.
This song' would fit nicely on an
INNS "Dance His:mites" LP
Also in the copy c.atergors, "Need
You Tonight" (does the title sound
familiar) is a combination of "What
You Need" and '`XiSs The Dirt(Vitt
ing Down The Mountam)," although
not as funky as either and more sub
ducd than both.
Musically, "Mediate" is a waste,
but lyrically it is quite interesting.
Bei). word and phrase end with an
"ate" sound, something like Pete
Townshend's '"Face The Face:"
more coincidence than copy.
"The Loved One" is an '80s version of Muddy Waters' "Mannish
I,foy," with biting guitars and hard
'srivelistritr; 1,17
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Sting,

a

blues organ. Its only drawback is the
sappy chorus which belongs nowhere
near this song.
Side two starts off with hints of the
INXS of old on "Wildlife," its bouncing rhythm restoring hope for the
rest of the album.
This is dashed instantly by the. next
-song, "Never Tear Us Apart." which
can only be described as the worst
song INNS has ever put on vinyl. It
sounds like a cast-off from an A-Ha
album.
"Mystifs" has a beautiful melodl
on which the band nese!. capitalizes
You keep waiting for it to take off,
but it nes cr does.
Clearly the best. song on the album
is its title cut,''Kick," which is
pure INXS. It's all here, saxophone,
keyboards, sharp guitars, funky bass
line, solid drums, and sexy, taunting.
strutting vocals. There is more energy
here than on all other songs on
"Kick" combuuxi Unfortunately,
it's not enough to rescue the album,
AS saliant an attempt, as it may be.
Returning to earth. "Calling In
Nations"is similar to'New Sensa •
non" only louder.
Finally, "Tiny Daggers" ends the
album on an up note, albeit a small
one, its rhythm guitar sounds
pleasantly like Simple Minds "The
Kitli Inside Of Mc."
While side two is stronger than side
one, it still lacks the charismatic beat
of prior material. INNS is one of the
"funkiest" white bands around. why
they chose-to ignore that on "kick"
• •
Is a mssters.
In the enu.
4.1LK) t
kick.

"gentleness. sobriety are rare in this
society/ at night a candle's brighter
than the sun."
"Sister Moon" has no real meanThere are very few albums these
ing, but as Sting says: "is a song for
days that one can listen to every day
lunatics everywhere, whose sanity is
and not get tired of. Sting's new
dependent on the phases of the
album, "Nothing Like The Sun,"
moon."
does not fall into this category.
The tune employs a sole saxophone
If the first song, "The Lazarus
that gives it a kind of a "Mike HamHeart," doesn't get you into a danmer" mystique.
cing mood, nothing will. With a
As such, it is one of the better
rhythm of two beats per second, it, is
songs on the album. It's mood is
clearly the album's peppiest tune.
dreamy, as the saxophone is used
Former Police man Andy Summers
with a soft bass.
helps out with the guitar work on this
"Little Wing" is the only song on
song.
the album that wasn't written by
As would be expected; Sting's
Sting.
political ideologies surface in his
It was actually arranged by Jimi
I yrics
Hendrix, but _Sting plays it with Gil
On "Fragile," Sting conveys his
Esans' band in a way that would
message of the fragility of human
make Hendrix proud.
life: "Perhaps this final act was
It puts the listener into a kind of
meant to clinch a lifetime's arguemystic mood as if the legacy of Hebmen t that nothing comes from
drix was embedded in it.
violence and nothing ever could."
Bells, a piano, and a soft bass line
The song is a lamenting one that
background is used to mellow the
bemoans the tragedies of mistaken
lyrics out, and the combination of the
'dent s
two performerE as indeed a bonus.
The beat and pace of "Fragile"
The rest of the song on the album
shows ttns characerntic as well as-the
hase to be experienced to get
choice of instruments.
the real flair for what Sting has to
"We'll Be Together" contains an
offer.
upbeat tempo that demonstrates
Sting has kept the saxophone
Sting's classic flair for song-writing
sound on the album that has become
and performing.
a trademark on songs on the "Dream
With his trademark yelp and use of
proof the Blue Turtles" albun).
Sting
albums,
past
from
lyrics
"Nothing Like the Sun" is clearly
duces an origmal yet consentional
Sting's, best effort as a soloist. It
song with "We'll Be Together."
brings the listener both up and down"Unglishman in New York" is
another upbeat song.- It describes the., --as:0mM ihautmes_will not =Oily get
social difference. between America '- tired 'of
and its Mother England.
Sting sings of an Englishman's
'outlook in New York City:

Jonathan Bach

Keith Brarin

Notes

of

Interest
Ilovewher Releases

-- Windham Hill artist Michael Hedges
has released a tire album, two songs of
which were recorded in the Hutchins
Concert Hall.

—Housemartins fans hoping for a U.S.
tour will have to wait a while. It seems
that the band is dreadfull). scared of flying (so take a boat already).

•••••••^0-.4.4•••••••••-••••
,
111.8.-•-•-•-•••••••70-4

The Clash (greatest hits)
Firehase
Lloyd Cole & The Commotions

--In- an IRS Newsletter, REM bassist
Mike Mills apologized to college radio
stations for "The One I Love" going
top-40.

—On their latest l.P. the Circle Jerks do
a cover of CCR's "Fortunate Son"
that's worth hearing.

Van Morrison (bunches of reissues)
Madonna
Pretenders (collection of singles)
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"The People Who Grinned
Themselves To Death"
The Housemartins
The Housemarttns upbeat debut
"Hull 4 I ondon 0" held within it the
-promise -of good things to come.
- Their second album "The People
Who Gnnned Themselves To Death"
makes good on that premise and
more

They are best described as "pepps
'smiths" because of socal similarities
between lead singer Paul Hcaion and
St evc Morrissey, and because the was

"Eye Of The
Hurricane"
The Alarm
There is no doubt about it, The
4/arm needs new batteries.
"Eye Of The Hurricane," their
latest endeavor is, for the most part.
dull and lifeless. Gone is the anger
and emotion that rang so clear and
strong on iheii first lp "Declaration." and to a lesser extent on
"Strengt h."
In its place there is only a feeble
buzz
The spirit seems to be gone as it
sounds like they are Just going
through the motions. Perhaps they're
trying real too hard to get a hit listening to a lot of top-40 radio to
see how it's done Or perhaps it's tun
too difficult to stay angry. Whatever
the case, this new direction, or evolution, isn't working.
Songs like "Newtown Jericho"
with its synthesizer sound effects, and
the spineless •Presence Of t ove" are
nothing but filler, something not
needed on presious outings
There also appears to be an identity crisis running through "Eye Of
The Hurricane "Shades of Jackson
Browne are found on "One Step
Closer To Home," and "Only Lcnie
Can Set Me Free" is reminiscent of

"Running On Empty.••
"Permanence In Chance" sounds
not unlike a typical Bryan Adams
melody.
The album's first single. "Rain In
The Summertime." is scarily similar
to "I Still Hasen't Found What I'm
Looking For." In fact, lead singer
Mike Peters sounds more like Bono
than himself in many places
Only on "Shelter" does The .4/arm
return to its old form. Ironically, the
strong beat and Jangling, ringing
guitars entwined throughout Mike
Peters raspy vocals seem out of place
on this otherwise mundane album
Another son of worth is the ac— Hallowed
flavored
coustic
Ground." its sense of desparation
and longing is as strong as any effort
in the past.
Esen with all its short comings,
"Eye Of The Hurricane" is easy to
like, as long as you aren't expecting
much, and will probably achieve
some chart success.
There is hope for Alarm fans
however. hinted at in the album's titk:Tbe eye of any hurricane is always
its weakest point.

Keith Brann

TZ ItitANDOS
Those attending the /.NOCS concert
at Colby two weekends ago were,
treated to a performance by a band
on the rise. The Brandos, whose
music sharplv ,:onitasts the
homogenized melodies that filter
through the airwaves these days. are
rapidly making a name for
themselves.
' Drummer Larry Mason called Verbatim a few days before the show
and, among other things. recounted
the history of the
The origin of The Brandos lies in
two bands. Bassist Ernie Mendillo
and .rhythm guitarist Ed Ruppecht
came from the New Jersey based Soul
Attack and Seattle's The Allies produced lead singer and guitarist David
Kincaid and drummer Larry Mason
The band's name was thought up
by Ed long before the group actually'
existed. According-so Larry. it happened' this way; "Soul Attack was
playing the club circut in New York
(City) and they needed an opening
Peer ie

•

act. Paying another band cut deeply
into what link money they were mak
.ing. so they decided to do it
themselves. They would come out in

II THE
HOUSE
MARTINS
THE
1NOM
WHO
GRINNED
THEMSELVES
TO
BEATH
they approach songs both musically
and lyrically The Housemarrins are
by no means Smiths clones
To anyone listening . the
Housemartms are an infection, enter
ing bs was of the ear and spreading
steadily throughout the body until
every limb is screaming for motion
Songs like "Me And The Farmer,"
"Bow Down," and the title cut are
irresistable You can't hear them and
not want to dance.
-pure pop, es-en
This music
though it's like nothing any of us
rary hit
have ever heard 00
radio before', -god probably never
will Part of the the reason being that
Ashilc The Housernartins are huge in
England. they are almost unknown in
America
While the overall sound IS n&Slial
IS the sarrw as on the first LP. there
are slight variations and innos anon%
T-shirts and play iOs music. calling
themselves The Brandos As it turned out The Brandos became almost
as popular as Soul Attack, so they

which distinguish "The People Who
Grinned Themselves To Death."
A garage band guitar sound
emerges On "[he World's On Fire"
and "We're Not Going Back" giving
the band an aggressive sound which
they harness well. "I Can't Put My
Finger On It" has that Caribbean
feeling of The kinks "Come Dancing."
There is one instrumental on the
album, "Pirate Aggro," which raises
the question: Why do bands put instrumentals on their albums? The two
reasons that come to my mind are:
they couldn't think of any lyrics or

NW

We
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GuOiliam
the music is able to stand on its own.
Fortunately, the case here is the latter Harmonica laced and organ
drenched, "Pirate Aggro" is better
off without words.
The Housemartrns are not all
upbeat and bouncy, they have a
somber side as well. "Johanesburg"
is a slow song with only an ACCOUStk:
guitar accompanying the vocals The
result is desastating When it's over,
you find yourself staring at nothing
Just staring
"The light Is Always Green (For
Young Male Pop SIM)" is moody
and reflectise, sounding almost like
a lounge act al one of Bangor's hotels
(if any have lounges).
The Houwmartms are a lively, in
telligent band with their own unique
sound, a rush of fresh air on today's
music scene. breathe deeply.

Keith Brann
had to shelf that idea "
The band recorded "Honor
Among Thieves" in late 1986; with
Lai-y and Ernie still working day
nabs, and David and Ed working full
time on the album. "David has a
song writing partner, Carl Funk, in
Seattle," tarry said.."They write
songs os-er the ;Atone and through the
mail. It's a weird sort of arrangement
In early 1987. Relativity Records
signed The Brandos and they did a
short tOur in Gerrhans, cathng
themselves The New York Biandos
_This past StlinnICT they played with
Georgia
Satellites, ' -The
Replacements, and will be spending
the resits( this month with /NXS.
Their is a video on MTV for "Gettysburg." and -next month the band
will start one for "Honor like
Thieves"
They plan to return to Europe nest
spring.

Vorember, 1987
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drenched, "Pirate Aggro" is better
off without words
The Hou_seinarttns are not all
upbeat and bouncy, the) have a
somber side as well. "Johanesburg"
is a slow song with only an accoustis:
guitar accompanying the vocals. The
result is devastating When it's over.
sou find yourself staring at nothing
Just staring
The Light Is Always Green (For
Young Male Pop Star)" is mood)
and reflective, sounding almost like
a lounge act at one of Bangor's hotels
tif_ans hase lounges.).
The tiousernartirts area lively, intelligent band with their own unique
sound, a rush of fresh air on today's
music scene; breathe deeply
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had to shelf that idea "
The band recorded "Honor
Amon'Thieves— in late KW, with
Lary and Ernie still working das
robs, and David and Ed working full
time on the album. "David has a
song *ruing partner. Carl Funk, in
Seattle." lairs said. "They write
songs over the *me and through the
mail. It's a weird sort of arrangement "
In early Pittr, Relativity Records
signed The Brandos and they did a
short tbur in Germany, cathng
t hemsels es The Sew lark Biandos
This past summer the!, played with
Georgia
Satellites. ' -the
Replacements. and will be spending
the rest of this month with /NXS.
There is a video on MTV for "Gettysburg," and -next month the band
will start one for "Honor Like
Thieves "
-The) plan to return to Europe next
spring.

Every noW-ifrid- again,- gale
longingly at the advertisements for
Thanksgiving dinners at local
restaurants; I imagine getting all
dressed up. driving to The Red
Lion or The Hilton, ordering a
drink and chatting with my family
until a waiter brings us our turkes
and dressing, our mashed potatoes
and onions, our cranberrs sauce
and relishes, and finally, our rum
pkin and mince and apple pies
And then the same waiter carries
it all away' and someone—I dortt
really care who—washes alt the
dishes and gets rid of all the
leftosers.
Instead, every year I set the
table for fifteen or twenty people.
I roast a thirty-pound turkey, I •
peel ten pounds of potatoes, I
boil, stealth saute, and bake all
manner of vegetables and desserts,
and I wash dishes until it's time to
make turkey-and-stuffing sandwiches at 10 p.m. As for the quiet
drink and chat with lamas and
guests: somehow 1 never get
around to that, finding it difficult
to relax at the same time I'm
keetung the cats away from the
turkes bones and trying to strain
the lumps out of the gravy..
Surprisingly, in light of all this,
Thanksgising is my favorite holiday and the favorite of many of
ms friends, all of whom subject
themselves to endless preparation,
eternal cleaning up, and infinite
leftovers. How come

Sometimes it seems as though
everything you've done since
May—planting, weeding,
cultivating, thinning and pruning,
harseiring, canning and
freezing—has led inexorably- to
these few hours in November
Half a year of labor, half a year
in the life of a family, the beginn
mg and end of the lives of any
number of plants and of one large
bird
We also treasure Thanksgiving.
I believe, because in our very
secularized toes it's about the only
least day left to us. Of course, we
occasionally have friends for dinner or go to an especially nice
restaurant, but none of these is
really done for;the same purpose
Thanksgiving remains for us

much thelame -as- IT -wits-in t62•1:
day to gather together, to
'celebrate the harvest, and to
acknowledge our good fortune and
blessed luck. But I like to look at
the holiday not as having roots in
an event some 350 years ago; instead, I sec it as continuing a
tradition begun some 2-3,000 years
ago.
For feast days, to our ancestors.
were primarily religious occasions.
Their calendars were marked not
by weeks and weekends, but by
festivals; these were times to bring
their sheep and goats, their pigs
and cattle to the priests in the
cities.
Here the animals would be
ritually slaughtered in ceremonies
that celebrated the gods' blessings
and appeased the gods' wrath.
After the animals were roasted,
the best cuts having been saved
for the priests, the participants
would feast—and for some, the
a

HEALTH
111111111111CUESSIS
Mono is a very common illness among young adults
in this country. Sometime between the ages of 15 and
25, you will come into contact with this virus.
Some people arc hardly ill at all, never see a doctor, and never have a fever, a headache, and then
develop a bad sore throat with swollen glands in the
neck

TiUhot

for example, feast days
would be the only occasions upon
which they ate meat.
Later, of course, these pagan
feast days transmuted into Jewish
holy days like Passover and the
Christian. "movable feasts" like
Easter and "immovable feasts"
like Christmas. No matter their
names or significance, however, all
retained the connection between
food and religious celebration.
Most of us have, unfortunately,
separated@urselves from these
traditions. Unless we're observant
Jews thanking God for having
delivered us from Pharaoh, or
Christians thanking Him for the
body and blood of His Son, we re
left with a• calendar curiously unmarked by anything but days on
which we're supposed to send
Hallmark cards.
So Thanksgiving is, for me at
least, the remnant of a past during
which one did not fill up a cart at
Shop 'N Save and then cringe at
the final total on the cash register,
hut a time when food represented
a way of communicating with one
another and with the deities. Giving thanks for our survival and
our health. Giving thanks for the
abundance 61 our crops. Giving
thanks for all things seen as well
as unseen. Thanksgiving.

with Roberta Berrien, M.D.

NW Straw Symptoms
Sometimes more unusual symptoms can go along.
with mono. Some people show signs of jaundice
(yellow color) because of liver involvement. Some people have a flat red rash on their bodies. Some have
swelling around the eyes.
Very rarely a person may show signs of irritation
of the nervous system with paralysis of a nerve or blurred vision or even encephalitis. Some people develop
an unusual anemia; others have a decrease in the cells
which help in blood clOtting (platelets).

Although there is no special treatment for the virus Trsatment
that causes mono, it is a good idea to see the doctor
Some people will setassetan 1-2 weeks; others will
or nurse if you_getlhese symptoms.
A throat . culture k important because frequently fake up to six weeks. Rest and good nutrition are
— rtant. Because the liver and spleen are enlarged in
strep throat goes along with mono and needs to be —po
treated with an antibiotic.
-some cases, we advise against strenuous athletics and
Blood tests can show a few things. The white blood contact sports. This helps to prevent any possibility
cell count usually shows a number, of -Cells called of rupture of the spleen which would- be very
—atypical lymphocyte which' are a sign of mono.'
dangerous.
often positive, but sometimes
Occasionally we find a student needs to be
A monospot test
may be negative early on. If you appear to have mono hospitalized with mono because of an extremely sore
but the monospot test remains negative, other antibody and swollen throat. Fluids given intravenously help
tests can show you have the disease
prevent dehydration. Steroids which reduce swelling
Another blood test shows inflammation of the liver and inflammation may be given if the throat is very
in more than 80 percent of people with mono.
%overotwr, I9R'

'so.rm her I Wi

In_part. perhaps because when
you live on a farm, as I do. you
feel such a sense of connection to
everything that goes from kitchen
to dining room table. You look at
bowls and platters of food, and
you can tell a story about each
one.
There's the turkey, for example.
that escaped from its pen and was
chased by the pigs last August;
there's the spinach that one of the
kids froze in June—complete with
weeds which we carefully separate
',land lease on the edge of the plate;
they're the carrots that we dug up
on that,, perfect day in October and
buried in maple leaves until today

Since mono is so common, it is hard to know who
you, got it from. The incubation period can be
any‘here from 1-2 months.
Many people, once they have had mono, continue
to have the virus in their throats long after they have
recuperated. They can pass tis virus on without knowing it.
The virus is passed through secretions from the
Throat and mouth. Mono has often been called the
"'kissing disease."
Routine contact with family members, if you live
at home, or with your roommate, if you live in a dorm,
will not result in the passing of this virus.
Since-mono is so common and usually such a mild
alarm
disease, there is no cause for,
. if you have it and
there is no need to worry unnecessarily about giving
it to anyone else.
Roberta &Tram.!N

o the dordor of the Cutler Health('Pfaff

tor otformattost (-091•CerrIfFIR !ha or other health tows arm"a letZr.
to.
Verbeutt, Health Columnar
Swat 7.4, Lord Hall
(Warns
Orono, ME 04449
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INTERVIEW

VERBATIM
. Irvin PaV 7
•
•
I doubt tithe nuiriber will be very
large, in terms of phasing out. _I think
there will be some programs phased
out this year or next year.
Last year we had a task force on
Program and Budget ReVieW . Their
study showed that, relative to
reasonable standards, 28 percent of
our undergraduate programs were
not sufficiently productive. An even
larger portion of our graduate programs face the same problem.
This year we're in the process of
reviewing all those programs to see
what we should do. Should we drop
theen? Should we do something to
strengthen them so that they can be
more productive? The approach is
more towards trying to strengthen
them, to help them bes:ome MON.
productive-.
But on the other hand, there are
some programs, where it may. be in;
.
our best interest to drop them.

14 rts41.1 the programs dropped he
relocated to another campu
the system.'
Not necessarily. For example.
we'se got a two year program 'over
in the College of Forest Resources.
that is also offered at Fort Kent
That's one we're looking at dropping. We think if we drop it, Fort
Kent's program will be strengthened.
and it might be a positise incentise
for students to enter our four year
program
What about the facult) and staff of
such programs:'
They will either be absorbed, or
they will be terminated, or they will
be retireds_or whatever the case may
We're not going to mess with
tenure. In the case of the Forest
Resources program. I think the factil-

set and committed 3s an away game.'
es-en though in a sense it was Our
game, before the student life fee got
put in place.

ty are close to retirement and so that
would he an eass solutionsou hare any idea of the
number offaculty and sisif plowing,
out will affect7
he number would not be-very
_
large
I don't expect any large turnover.I expeo some small modifications,
refinements more than major cuts
(Me last question-- You have said
that you want to turn the Portland
football game Into some kind of a
football classic. The mandator) student lifefee is supposed to cover an)
transportation and admision costs to
all home athletic contests. Whi
doestel I.eorer
Isansportation
and admon to the Portland game,
which technically is a home game.
I think that game was pretts much

Now, all of our regular season
basketball games in the Bangor Civic
Center, we're going to hese more of
them this year by the way, will be
regarded as home games, and our
students will hase free admission;
__ and a free bus nde if they. want oat.
you foresee some kind of a reduced rate pacAare dealfor the Portland
garne in the future... to include
transportation and admittn.n.'
that would he an es..ellent
Idea. My guess is that the thinking .
._ was that there wouldn't be enough interest to make that a vyorthw hilt project. I'd lose to see our students get
in some buses and go down to that
game. That would be great
I think
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Craft Center-open to evervonG
Tur- !WedsiThurc 1-9pm
Fri /Sat/ S n 1-6pm
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only fi 1 00

tel.
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to tour
Chris+mos friends and
SWEETIES
504 au you can write.Send a mesase

up -to 10 LI:tux,
suite 74_
Lord 1-10, I I
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SWEATSHIRTS exclu'sive Ampersand
designs on 'sweatshirts of 50% cotton
Sun 1-400
50% polyester $17.95 Extra large $22.00
,
4,9It14-66").431e1C-1C-A‘,Iter%CUL,IeV
443IGIC"14
I e.14-10-)4,I tag-64
OPEN Mon -Sat 9-600
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DeGrasse Jewelers
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44 Main Street
Orono Maine 04473
1207i 866-4592
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Deadline •
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HAIR FASHIONS

5 Mill Street
866-4032
Store Hours
Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-4
Silver & Gold for all occasions
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BEAUTY SALONS
Bette Clark ouriteT
Broadna% Shopping (ems,
Bangor. Maine 0440!

Panne: 542-088111

255 North Main Stre•I
Bream. Main* 04412
Mon. 9•5
Tues 9-5
Wed 9-8

Thurs, 9-8
Fri: 9-8
•
Sat: 974.

Nails-ins welcome
Tel. 988.7078

